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Graduate on
time with
summer classes
Summer sessions can

Trustees approve
Stroh, renovations

make fall and spring
semsters easier | Page 5

ByGiruPotthoff
Managing Editor

A Facebook
conspiracy?
While some claim the
University denied
access to Facebook in
response to an
anti-Stroh petition,
columnist Justin Playl
doubts it | Page 4

Cracking down
on drug issues
Drug-related problems
continue to increase in
Mexico, and President
Obama has agreed to
work with the Mexican
president | Page 12

Euthanasia
is approved
In Washington state,
doctors can help take
the life of terminally ill
patients who have less

111 the first step towards Stroh
(lenterconst ruction,thcllniversity
Board of Trustees unanimously
voted to expand parking lots 5
and 12.
The Stroh (tenter will bo built on
what is now lot 6, theon-campus
student parking lot located along
Woostcr Street.and the 1250 parking spaces lost will be replaced by
expanding the area adjacent to
I ots 5 and 12 on Merry Street.
University Chief Financial
Officer Sherideen Stoll said
modifying parking is a pan of the
campus plan and will keep Stroh
Center consmiction on track.
"We have current things in that
space we have to get out of the
way,'' she said.
The better parking will also
benefit the Wolfe (inter for the
Arts, which is slated to begin constniction April 25.
Total parking project costs are

"We would like to
get as many people
as possible into the
BGSU residence halls."
estimated at $2,993,194, with
S627.427 potential added alternative costs.
The board also approved a
$1,084,625 McDonald Residence
Hall roof replacement, which
hasn't been replaced since the
1980s. They also approved repairs
or replacements for other build
ings including the Student 1 lealth
Center, Moore Musical Arts Center,
Ovemian I lall and the skylight in
lerome library. The project costs
will total about Sl.'i million.
The board was given a prog
ress report on the Residence
life and Dining Services Master
Plan, examining those services to

determine how to best improve
and upgrade Univcisity offerings.
A committee of consultants has
been working since lanuary to
come up with a plan to improve
thestudent dining and livingexpe
rience at die University through
surveys, personal interviews and
focus groups.
Steve Krakoff. associate vice
pivsklont for capital planning and
design, said the compact, accelerated 6-month process should have
a final plan recommendation |une
30, He said the) hope to get a thorough and comprehensive sense of

what students really want
"We would like to get as main
people as possible into die BGSU
residence haDs," Krakoff said
But while the plan should be
BnaHzed lime .to. Joseph Oiavecz,
associate vice president for
Student Affairs, said immediate
Implementation is not guaran-

UA0 hosts
BG's Top Chef
at Falcon's Nest

A team of 'tiger
savers has the task
of both catching and
saving the endangered
Sumatran tiger species
| Page 10

Taking it all
The Falcons beat Kent
State this weekend. 6154. and secured their
regular-season MAC
title. In addition to the
win, sophomore Lauren
Prochaska posted her
1,000 carreer point

y**.

I

| Page 7

What do you think the
University's policy on
laptops should be?

JACQUI PROCTOR
Freshman, 2-D Art

"I think students should
be allowed to have
them if it helps them
out; if it makes class
easier" | Page 4

k

Tomorrow evening Adrien Sharp,
finalist in the Ibod Network's "The
Next l-ood Network Star," will now be
a ixirt of lid's Top Chef in the Falcon's
Nest.
Sharp, who hosts his own cooking
show "Home lot Dinner" on iTV in
lackson, Mich., will beat the 1 Jniversity
tomorrow at 7:00 pin.
IK is lbp Chef, will feature Sharp as
he does a cooking demonstration for
students including helpful ways for
students to learn how to cook simple
meals on their own using supplies
available to them on campus.
Students signed up to participate
in advance outside of the University
Activities Organization's office in the
Union based on a first come, first
serve basis.
Antonio Montemarano, the director of Home Crown in the University
Activities Organization, has been on
the committee to help create this event
and make it happen. Montemarano
said the students signed up for this
event will be cooking a three-course
meal.
"The three-course meal will include
an appetizer, the main course, which
will consist of a simple chicken dish,
and dessert,'' Montemarano said.
"The winning team, which will be
picked by a panel of three judges, will
receive SI00 in prizes."
Competing will lie four teams of
three, including sophomore Bobby
Carr, who heard about the competition from his fraternity brother.
"I'm looking forward to the competition on Tuesday, I think it will be a
really great time,'' Can said.
The ti M 11 is will meal an hour before
the competition to organize and
obtain supplies for the competition.
Hie supplies provided by UAO also
included cooking supplies if people
needed them, including dishes and
cooking utensils.
The event is sponsored by UAO,
an organization on campus that puts
on events for students, including the
movies in the Union, Sibs and Kids
weekend (April 3.4 and 5) and the Pub
Wars series.
For more information, visit the
UAO Web site at www.bgsu.edu/srudentlife/oigaiiizations/uao.

Recycled no more,
glass is now just
regular trash
By Courtn«y Flynn
Reporter

Students now have no place to put their used glass products
except trash cans at the University.
The University stopped recycling glass at the end of the
spring 2008 semester, when the last market for its glass
items, a sandblaster in Defiance, Ohio, no longer needed the
University's services, said Duane Hamilton, director of campus services in the facilities department.
Another reason for the loss of glass recycling on campus is
the loss of glass as a commodity.
"The economics behind this is a big issue," said Ken Reiman,
director of the Wood County Solid -Waste Management
District.
Glass is generally made from sand and soot ash, which are
both inexpensive raw materials. But recycling the products
made from these cheap raw materials does not balance out
Someone can make about $40 for a ton of color sorted clear
glass materials, Reiman said. This $40 is quickly dwindled
down to nothing after paying around $25 a ton for shipping
and $20 for cruslung the glass. The final crushed product must
also be boxed, which also comes at a price, he said.
See GLASS | Page 2

I'm
ashamed
to show my
face in here..

ByLinOufetz
Reporter

Tiger catchers
have two jobs

A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Se<?STROHlPaqe2

than six months to live
|Page 5

ESTABLISHED 1920
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Laptops in class: helpful
tool or harmful distraction
By Craig Vanderkam
Web Editor

With laptops becoming
increasingly more popular in
class, some students and faculty disagree over just how
effective they are for academic purposes.
The University has no official policy restricting laptops

from the classroom. Joseph
Oliver lloyd-Barrett, a professor in the department of
journalism, said he prefers
students not use them during class.
"My policy is to say to students that I do not want to see
See LAPTOPS Page 2

Vagina Monologues return to
University for sixth year
By Amanda Giles

The Vagina Monologues is a
night of humor and remorse
for the female reproductive
organ, Other wise known as the
vagina.
This year the University will
lie putting on its sixth annual
production on Saturday, March

21 and Sunday. March 22 in 101
Olscamp. I he 90-niinute show
will have two performances
on Saturday at 2 p.m. and 8
p.m. and one performance
on Sunday at H p.m. Tickets
will be SB for students and SI0
for non-Students and can be
See VAGINA | Page 2

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS. SPORTS. UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

Dude, u
we lived at
Copper Beech...

.we'd have it all
> FREE Internet
> FREE cable
> FREE private shuttle

> Shuttle service to
bars on Friday &
Saturday nights

> Private baths

> Full-size washer
and dryer

> Furnished if needed

> and much more...

> Full-size dishwasher
> Full-size washer
and dryer
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BLOTTER
THURSDAY. FEB. 26
1:41P.M.
Complainant reported an unknown
■ punched his vehicle
while he was driving through the
"tersectton of Wooster and Mam
causing $100 in damages.
7:47 P.M.
Two juveniles were arrested for
domestic violence after they were
nvolved in a physical altercation.

FRIDAY, FEB. 27
12:42 A.M.
Robert Bevendge. 21, of Bowling
Green, was arrested for disrupting public service and assault
after he got into an argument
i roommate and attacked
. inching him repeatedfy in
the face and body. The victim
Htment and when he
returned.he found his roommate
had spilled open cans of beer in his
room. The victim confronted his
roommate, and he was attacked
again, with the defendant grabbing
his cell phone and smashing it to
the ground in order to keep him
from calling for assistance.
613 A.M.
Adam Forkapa. 20, of Perrysburg.
and Brandon Zilba. 20. of Bowling
Green, were arrested for disorderly
conduct and underage drinking
hey were found in an altercation on North Enterprise Street

950 A.M.
Complainant reported sometime
between Thursday and Fnday. an
unknown person shot a BB gun at
his window, causing approximately
$50 in damages.
9:32 P.M.
Two juveniles were arrested for
underage drinking.
940 P.M.
Complainant reported a male customer failed to pay for a $58 food
bill at Hunan Palace.

SATURDAY FEB. 28
1230 A.M.
Scooter Shenefield. 20. of Bowling
Green, and Parker Henneman, 19,
of Toledo, were arrested for
underage drinking
12:50 A.M.
Joseph Englebrecht, 19. of
Mentor-on-the-Lake. Ohio, was
arrested for underage drinking and
open container of alcohol after
he was observed walking on the
sidewalk with an open container
of beer.
12:57 A.M.
Emily Kuhn. 19, of Perrysburg, was
cited for underage possession of
alcohol after she was observed
holding an open container of

Busch Light Beer.
1:33 A.M.
Cody Sloma. 18. of Bettsville. Ohio,
was cited for underage possession
of alcohol after an officer noticed an
open 30-pack of Natural Light Beer
in the back seat of the vehicle. Daniel
Ramirez. 20. of Fremont. Ohio, was
cited for underage possession of
alcohol after an open can of Natural
Light Beer, which had been at his
feet, fell to the ground when he was
asked to step out of the vehicle.

1:51A.M.
Cyrus Sharif. 19. of Bowling Green.
was arrested for disorderly conduct
and underage drinking after he was
observed being physically removed
from 149 North Bar after getting into
an altercation inside the bar with one
of the patrons
246 A.M.
James Dunphy. 20. of Pickerington,
Ohio, was arrested for underage
drinking after he admitted to attending a party and drinking beer.
5:35 P.M.
Sean Manning. 20. of Bowling Green.
was cited for disorderly conduct after
his music could be heard from the
street

SUNDAY MARCH. 1
12:47 A.M.
Zachary Oneil. 20, of Bowling Green,
was arrested for disorderly conduct
and underage drinking after he
admitted to drinking five to six beers
at an apartment party he was throwing on Klotz Road. Kyle Martin, 20.
of Bowling Green, was arrested for
disorderly conduct and underage
drinking after he was found hiding in
a bedroom and admitted to being
a resident of the apartment Ryan
Martin. 22. of Monroeville. Ohio, was
arrested for disorderly conduct with
persistence after he was told repeatedly to leave the apartment and
refused.
1:41 A.M.
Kyle Syphers. 22. of Bowling Green,
was cited for littering and open
container of alcohol after he was
observed holding an open container
of Budweiser Beer, which he threw
under a nearby parked car when
police approached.
1:43 A.M.
Justin Saunders. 23. of Bowling
Green, was cited for jaywalking and
disorderly conduct while intoxicated
after pushing his fncnd while they
were crossing North Main Street,
causing him to stumble in front of a
car which stiuck him.
2:42 A.M.
Donald Fellows. 20. of Toledo, was
cited for underage drinking after he
was observed having a hard time
maintaining balance and had slurred
speech.

*

ONLINE: Go to bgviewscom for the
complete blotter list

GLASS

VAGINA

From Page 1

From Page 1

"The value of the material has
gone below the cost of the procedure Iwcause consumers aren't
buying as much," Reiman said.
With the lack of cost initiative,
the University decided to put a
permanent halt on glass recycling services.
"No one is accepting glass
in this economic method,"
Hamilton said.
There were early attempts
between the University and the
Howling Green Recycling Center
to continue recycling glass, but
(he attempts quickly failed.
"We offered to take a couple
loads, but the glass materials
wouldn't run through the equipment because of contamination,''
Reiman said.
Reiman said the Recycling
Center found trash bags, aluminum and other materials
that could seriously damage the
center's glass crushing machine
in die loads of glass recyclables
from the University.
However, just because the
University isn't in cooperation
with the HowlingC-reen Recycling
(tenter doesn't mean snidents are
not.
"Whenever possible I take all
my glass items to the Recycling
Center so I know they are not
completely going to waste," said
sophomore Cortney Redman, an
on-campus resident.
Kohl Hall residents also take
their glass to the Center. On every
floor of the residence hall there
are staple trash and recycling
receptacles, including a glass
one.
There was a push from the
Kohl Hall Council to continue
recycling glass this year and that
is what has continued to happen.
Kohl I lall resident advisor Chris
U'cinland said.
For students, faculty and staff
who wish to continue recycling
their glass items, the Bowling
Green Recycling Center has a 24hours-a-day, seven-days-a-week
drop-off site that accepts glass,
paper, aluminum and cardboard.

STR0H
From Page 1
teed.
"We're trying to come up with
the most financially sound plan,"
he said. "When we implement the
plan is yet to be seen."
The board formally approved
Health and Wellness Across the
1 jfespan as one of the University's
Centers of Excellence according to
Ciov. Ted Strickland's plan for higher education, allowing universities
in Ohio to designate their educational areas of expertise.
Trustee Rohen Sebo announced
the conclusion of the Building
Dreams Campaign that raised
$146,533,152 for the University;
$46 million of which will create
540 new scholarships, he said.
Cartwright announced the new
Family h'undniising Campaign has
already raised S(i3,000 with 40 percent participation, which is better
than this time last year.
"This year's focus is on scholarships," Cartwright said.

reserved at the Union's front desk
starting at the end of this week.
Auditions for the show were
held before winter break out of
convenience for extra time for
line memorization and staging.
The auditions were open to anyone interested in trying out.
Alex D'Ettorree- Saber, thedirector and producer for the show,
said they don't require people to
be a University student or be of a
certain age group or major.
"A lot of people assume you
have to be a women's studies
major to be involved with the
show," D'Ettorree-Saber said.
"But the tmth is we accept all
walks of life."
In fact she describes her cast
this year as a "crazy ethnic cast,"
composed of an array of people,
giving the first time director and
producer a lot to do but making it
totally worth it.
In agreement with her is first
time actress Yemoja Marotta.who
claims the show is an "out of the
box" experience. Marotta had
heard about the Monologues
before attending the University
and liking the concept. Shedecided to audition.
"Theater and singing are not
my thing" Marotta said. "But I
thought a role in the production
just might be the perfect acting
debut in store for me."
She said she was trusting
they would cast her in a good
fit. Having a concentration in
women's studies, Maioua hopes
to connect with her female character and present the mith of the
woman's story. She feels that as
a member of this great cast she
has come to realize, every woman
has a story, and that story in rum
shapes who that woman is.
The Monologues arc put on
by V-DAY, a nation-wide organization that supports the stop of
violence to women throughout
the world. Each year they spotlight a particular group of women
around the world who are experiencing any form of violence with
a goal of raising awareness and
funds to aid the women who are
suffering and for those groups
trying to prevent it.
The V-Day organization helps
each year to "dictate how the
show goes," D'Ettorree-Saber

LAPTOPS
From Page 1
laptops in class, unless I specifically request it for some kind
of assignment or research exercise," Boyd-Barrett said. "This
is because experience and my
colleagues' experience suggests
that for a lot of the time, open
laptops are being used for purposes unrelated to classes."
Dennis Parish, a law instructor at the University of Toledo
who also teaches sport and
recreational law here, said laptops in his class do not bother
him. In his juvenile law class at
Toledo, Parish estimated 25 or
26 of 28 students use laptops to
take notes.
"I am just used to seeing
them," Parish said. "I do not
think they are necessarily a dis-

CAMPBELL HILL
TOWN HOUSES

2 Bedroom

1616 E. WOOSTER
419.352.7200

Townhouses

3 Bedroom
Townhouses

• Deposit Special $400
• Furnished
• 1 Half & 1 Full Bath
• Full basement
• Air conditioned
• Washer/Dryer
• 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops
• Microwave
• Plenty ol Parking
• Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal

• Deposit Special $500
• Furnished
• 1 Half & 1 Full Bath
• Full basement
• Air conditioned
• Washer/Dryer
• 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops
• Microwave
• Plenty of Parking
• Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal

BBOOKEMOTT ! tHEBGNEWS
ALL TALK: The cast of The Vagina Monologues practices their craft Thursday evening in
preparation lor their sixth annual run o( the show.

said, but she said it sounds a lot
stricter than it really is.
This year's production will consist of the ten monologues, with
the addition of one new monologue, "1 ley Ms. Pots," being perfonncd by Melissa Carter.
"I swear the part was made
for her," D'Ettorree-Saber said
about Carter's perfonnance. "She
makes me cry every Tuesday and
Thursday in rehearsals."
In addition to the show, then
will also be tables set up with
Information in regards to the
female body, sexuality and ways in
which students can reach out and
help the women in need including themselves. This year, lXlBT
student group Vision, women's
issues group Silent Witness and
Mary Kay will be a few of the organizations partici(Kiting. Art and
Vagina lollipops will be among
the different things being sold,
but mostly the information is
being pushed.
All of the proceeds collected will be donated to the local
Cocoon Shelter in Bowling Green.
D'Ettorree-Saber feels the shelter
is a great place to be contributing too.
"People don't even realize that
the woman sitting next to diem
could have benefited at some
point from the shelter," she said.
"I think it really hits home for a lot
of people."
Sophomore Korc Bitner agrees
with D'Ettorree-Saber. She said
the show is an "empowering"
experience, one that makes
everyone in the audience laugh
and cry at the same time.
"It made me laugh and feel
so good," Bitner said. "And at
the same time 1 felt so sad and
yet lucky to be a woman in
America."

Although Bitner is not in the
University's production she
has been involved with the
Monologues twice before.
When she was 15 she was too
young to be in the show, but she
worked the spot light for the 2005
production at Kent Sate University
and acted in a monologue in her
local community's 2007 production. Then as a freshman she saw
the University's production and
loved it.
Bitner said her favorite monologue is "My Vagina is my Village,"
because it touched her the most.
"I cried," she said. "It made me
so sad to know that people in this
world are so worried about the
frivolous tilings in life instead of
being about the real issues going
on."
She hopes to see this year's production if her schedule permits.
Although some people may be
hesitant to go, D'Ettorree-Saber
wants people to know that the
monologues are designed to be
seen as limited to one gender and
neither, should others. She feels
the show is highly educational for
the entire audience regardless of
one's sex. color or nationality.
"We bring an equal playing Geld
to the production," D'EttorreeSaber said. "It's the best kind of
feeling to raise money for a good
cause, knowing everyone gave a
piece of it."
As the producer she hopes the
production will take a text book
percentage of a real world problem and make it a reality for the
audience.
"One in four women are raped,"
she said, "and when looked at
closely that could easily be you
and three of your best friends
having die risk of being raped."

traction. It is no different than
students looking down and taking notes all the time."
He did, however, agree with
Boyd-Barrett that students
using them for means outside
of academics are cause for concern.
"The biggest concern most
professors have is whether |studentsl arc on the Internet doing
other things while they are in
class," Parish said. "I know |at|
some schools this is turned off
so Internet service is not available during the time of class."
Sophomore Chelsea Scott
does not use her laptop in class,
but said they can be a distraction to students.
"I think they are more of a
distraction to most people,"
Scott said. "That's why I don't
use mine, 1 know I would be less
likely to pay attention and take

good notes."
Ray Schneider, an associate professor in the school of
human movement, sport and
leisure studies, has seen an
increase in the number of students utilizing laptops in class.
"It is a lot easier, especially if we are doing a lot on
Blackboard and the notes are
there," Schneider said. "1 have
not noticed people (doing other
things on their laptops, as a big
problem."
In relation to laptops potentially being a distraction to students, Schneider said he gives
the student the benefit of the
doubt.
"Most students that use their
laptops have explained they
prefer to take notes on it. This
allows me to say, 'Please make
sure you are doing things related to class," Schneider said.

RED CROSS TIP
The Red Cross tip of the day is in
celebration of Red Cross
awareness month.
MAKE A PLAN. Sit down with
your family, talk about what you
would do in case of an

emergency. Talk calmly and let
your children ask and answer
questions; they may have some
really good tips you never
thought of for safety
in your home.

Preferred
Properties Co.
Find A Place To Call Home
www.preterredproperliesco.com

MAKE YOUR NOME JIT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apis.
Piedmont Apts.
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

Now Offering Free Internet
WORLD CLASS CATERING!

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl: 8-4:30

(419)3 52-0717

530 S. Maple St.
419-352-9378

www.greenbriarrentals.com
107 Clay - $530 + $30 for utilities
125 Clay - Starting at $365
131 Clay - Starting at $340

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

One bedroom apartments
Close to downtown

CAMPUS
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SIC SIC SENIORS REVEALED

Summer sessions lighten long-term load

CALENDAR Of EVENTS
Some ewnK taken from events bgiuedu

By Jesper B«klcers
Reporter

8 am - 9 p.m.
Exhibit #10: "Trans
Art: Visions of Gender
Diversity"

When most people think aboul
the summer, they usually imagine sun, sea and swimwear.
But some students think about
school.
Sophomore John Paul Gordon
decided to enroll in two six-week
classes this summer.
"I will be living here in an
apartment in the summer, and
I'm so far behind," he said. "If
I don't make up, then I will be
here for the next 20 years."
Marcia Salazar-Valentine, the
interim dean of Continuing &
Extended Education, thinks the
possibility of graduating on time
is a real advantage.
"Studying in the summer will
lighten the student workload in
the fall and spring semesters.
Students will take six credit
hours every session. There are
three sessions, two of six weeks,
and one of eight weeks," she
said. "The only disadvantage
I could imagine is classes are
compressed and so more intensive."
Gordon doesn't think it will be

HO and 131 Union • Gallery Space

8 a.m. - '1 p.m.
Muslim Student
Association Prayer Room
204 Olscamp

9 a.m. - 5 p.m
James Parlin Sculpture
The Little Gallery

4 -5 p.m.
Seminar in Residence Life
Greek Leadership Class
Global Village Classroom

c - 8 p.m.
Leaders in Residence
Banquet

that bad. The teacher also might
be able to give him more individual attention because of the
smaller classes.
"I will really sacrifice my whole
vacation." Gordon said. "You
can't give your brains a break,
but I need to do studying sometime. It will get me out of here as
soon as possible."
Studentscan choosefrom over
700 courses. In Summer 2008,
7962 students took a course at
the the University. Of those. 12
percent of them are not current students. The guests could
be students from another university or teachers who want to
upgrade their teaching license.
The other 88 percent are current
students.
Sophomore Molly Albertson
was one of the 88 percent. She
took the eight-week session last
slimmer so she wrould graduate
on time.
"Studying in the summer is
really stressful, because there is
no break," she said, "You will be
jealous when you hear that your
friends are doing fun stuff, and
you need to go to school."
Albertson also said there is

■

not much of a difference in the
attitude of the students.
But sitting in a classroom is
not the only option. Students
are also able to study online.
More than 200 courses are
online.
Sophomore Ashley Osburn
took online classes last summer. She took only one course
in tourism.
"I missed a lot of classes,
and I needed to (catch! -up. The
online classes are much easier
than the 'normal' classes," she
said. "I had contact with my
teacher by Blackboard discussions. At the beginning it felt
really strange, not having a
teacher around. But if you had
problems you could always
chat with your teacher."
Osburn thinks the biggest
disadvantage of online classes
was missing the teacher's personal experience.
"But now I could study on
my own speed. I finished two
weeks earlier, that was really
an advantage," she said. "It
didn't |take! me away from
my friends. I would recommend it to everybody."

■
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SCHOOL SPIRIT: The senior members of ihe campus spirit group Sic S»c were revealed at
Saturdays women's basketball game. Preston Reilfy wore the mask of George Washington,
and Shannon Zavracky wore the mask of Donald Trump.

202A Union - Lenhart Grand
Ballroom

Visit us online at

9 -10:30 pm
Card Night: Euchre and
Go Fish

wmigWews com

Black Swamp Pub

Available for 2009-2010
SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE
May 16,2009 to August 8,2009

EFFICIENCIES
451THURSTIN AVENUE
toss til sent htm Wnliin.
Furnished efficiency apartments with full Oath
Assigned parking and laundry in the building
One Person Occupancy Only.
One Year -S37000 per month
School Year-S395.00 per norn

PETS ALLOWED
with a $300.00 nonrefundable pet
deposit at these buildings:
517E.Reed
403 High Street
825 Third Street
802 Sixth Street
831 Seventh Street
640 Eighth Street
841 Eighth Street
725 Ninth Street
733,755.777 Manville

7 LeaderShape

TM

is an intensive,
energizing, six-day
educational experience
designed to equip
young adults to become
extraordinary leaders!

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
517 E. REED STREET AtThurstin.
Purn. Or Unfum. One Bdrm, One Bath.
One Year • One Person • $40000 per month
One Year - I*o People - $85.00 per month
School Year - One Person • S465.0O per month
School Year - Two Peope - $5(0.00 per month.

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE

707-727 THIRD STREET
Fum. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
One Year • One Person • $355.00 per month
One Year • Two People ■ $39500 per month.
School Yeai • One Person - $400.00 per month.
School Year • Two People ■ $45500 per month

720 SECOND STREET
Furn Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath
One Year • One Person • $365.00 per month.
One Year • Two People • $415.00 per month.
School Year - One Person - $415.00 per month.
School Year • Two People ■ $485 00 per month.

825 THIRD STREET- Pets Allowed!

810-815 FOURTH STREET

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
One Year - One Person - $410.00 per month.
One Year - Two People - $44000 per month.
School Year - One Person ■ $465.00 per month
School Year • Two People • $49500 per month.

Furn Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath
One Year • One Person - STOOD per month.
One Year • Two People - $410.00 per month
School Year • One Person • $435,00 per month,
School Year ■ Two People - $48500 pet month.

Furn. Or Unfum. One Bdrm, One Bath
One Year ■ One Person ■ $355.00 per month.
One Year ■ Two People ■ $405.00 per month.
School Year - One Person - $39000 per month.
School Year - Two People - $470.00 per month

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
505 CLOUGH STREET-Behind Kinkos
Furn. Or Unfurn One Bath a Extra Vanity.
One Year - One Person - $430.00 per month.
One Year - Two People - $53000 per month
School Year - One Person - $500.00 per month.
School Year • Two People ■ $530 00 per month.

521E. MERRY- Near Offenhauer.
Fum. Or Unfum. Two Bdrm, One Bath.
One Year • One Person • $455.00 per month.
One Year • Two People • $565.00 per month.
School Year - One Person - $545.00 per month
School Year - Two People • $66503 per month.

402 HIGH STREET

835 FOURTH STREET

Furn. Or Unfurn. Two Bdrm, One Bath.
One Year - One Person - $410.00 per month.
One Year ■ Two People • $49000 per month.
School Year - One Person - $460.00 per month.
School Year ■ Two People - $59000 per month.

Fum. Or Unfum. Two bedrooms, 1.5 Bath
One Yeai - One Person ■ $44000 per month.
One Year • Two People - $490.00 per month
School Year - One Person - $50000 per month.
School Year - Two People - $590.00 per month.

701 FOURTH STREET

840-850 SIXTH STREET

Fum. Or Unfum. One Bath W; Vanity in Bdrms
One Year - One Person - $420 00 per month
One Year • Two People • $52000 per month.
School Year - One Person - $490.00 per month.
School Year • Two People • $62000 per month

Fum. Or Unfum Two full baths.
One Year • One Person - $49000 per month.
One Year • Two People - $540 00 per month.
School Year • One Person - $550 00 per month.
School Year • Two People • $65000 par month

810 FIFTH, 649 SIXTH, 707 SIXTH
or 818 SEVENTH STREET

831 SEVENTH STREET-PetsAlwed

Fum. Or Untum One Bath 8 Hall Vanity
One Year - One Person ■ $41500 per month
One Year - Two People - $4500 per month.
School Year - One Person • $465 00 per month.
School Year - Two People - $55500 per month.

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE
Unfurnished. 1.5 baths, dishwasher.
One Year - One Person - $430.00 per month
One Year - Two People - $530.00 per month.
School Year - One Person - $49500 per month.
School Year • Two People • $630 00 per month

Fum. Or Unfum. One Bath 8 Hall Vanity
One Year • One Person ■ $430.00 per month
One Year ■ Two People - $490 00 per month.
School Year - One Person - $490.00 per month.
School Year ■ Two People • $56500 per month

FOREST APARTMENT-Napoleon
Fum. Or Unfum One Bath, hal vanity.
One Year • One Person ■ $41500 per month.
One Year - Two People • $415.00 per month
School Year • One Person ■ $46500 per month.
School Year • Two People - $555 00 per month

WE STILL HAVE A SELECTION OF HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR 2009-2010
Famines with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.

APPLICATIONS DUE

MARCH 6TH
cost is

$90

Application website is:
https://www-s1.leadershape.org/apprd/2114
Session is May 11-16
at Punderson Manor and State Park
in Newbury, OH

-Office of

I

Campus ■
Activities
Division of Student Affairs

visit our website at www.johnDewiovereaIestate.coni

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E Wooster Street Bowling Green, OH (Located Across From Taco Belli
RENTAL OFFICE: 419-354-2260
Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 - 5:30 Saturday - 8:30 - 5:00
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"I think they are more of a distraction to roost people.
- Chelsea Scott, sophomore, on laptops in the classroom [see story, pg. 1].
Monday, March 2.2009 4
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What do you think the University policy should be on laptops in the classroom ?

k

ILaptcplshoJdbe

"My opinion is the

"As long as [students] are

"I don't mind. For

Jcw^d because the

policy should be the

taking notes and not rip-

me, it's easier to take

majority of teachers pU

same as it is now."

ping around. I don't think

notes. I can type fast-

Have your own take on

rt should be a problem"

er than I can write."

today's People On The

C.J. BARRETT.
Sophomore,
Theater

ASHLEY BIBBS.
Sophomore.
Psychology

a question? Give us your

their Pom Ports oolne"

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Street? Or a suggestion (or
CHELSEA PALUMBO.
Sophomore.
Dietetics

ANDY SENN

Sophomore.
Biology

feedback at bgv*ws.com.
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Students prone to believe in
Facebook shutdown conspiracy

O

JUSTIN PLAYL
COLUMNIST

Last Wednesday, campus
plunged into a state of paranoia
and emergency.
University access to Facebook
was down, and campus administration was the prime suspect. Conspiracy theories flew
ieft and right claiming the
University banned the social
networking site because of an
anti-Stroh Center petition.
Even when the portal to
Facebook was repaired within an hour, and a complete
explanation for the traumatic
catastrophe was available
online, many students continued to believe the University
was harboring a dark plot to
clamp down on their freedom
of expression. The great thing
about conspiracy theories is
they are always true, regardless
of facts.
According to the University,
a Domain Name System
(DNS) server error temporarily prevented access to sites like
Facebook.
According to paranoid students, a petition against the
Stroh Center has been circulating on Facebook and in a pseudo-fascist attempt to squash
this dissent the University
blocked the site containing
the offending petition. Then
the administration unblocked
Facebook. either to prevent a
student rebellion or demonstrate its control over students'
personal expression.
The truth is out there, Agent
Scully.
There is no reason for the
University to block Facebook,
even if there was a petition
circulating on it. The student
body has already approved
the construction of the Stroh
Center through their diligent

representatives In the USG.
Thus, any petitions against the
Center would carry very little
weight. Besides, the University
has already made it abundantly
clear they don't need student
approval to build the Stroh
Center; USG was only consulted as a courtesy.
1 also have trouble believing the administration would
actually try to limit freedom of
expression in such a blatant way.
With Facebook being so crucial
to students' social lives, any
attempt to block the site would
incite exactly the uproar and
confusion seen Wednesday.
This reaction is predictable,
e\cn to those with the most limited of public relations knowl-

The great thing
about conspiracy
theories is they
are always true,
regardless of facts."
edge. Call me a raging idealist,
but I refuse to believe the leaders of the Univcrsitv don't know
their PR.
Additionally,
blocking
Facebook because of an online
petition would be a blatant violation of the First Amendment,
which guarantees freedom of
petition. Given the University's
precarious financial state, 1
doubt they would risk inciting
a constitutional lawsuit, especially over something as trivial
as the Stroh Center.
So if the Facebook conspiracy
theories are so illogical, why do
so many people believe them?
Frankly, conspiracies are sexy.
We Americans like to believe
we're all victims of massive
forces beyond our control. As a
people, we support underdogs
and want to be underdogs. Our
nation was born in conspiracy
theories and rebellion, and our

solidarity is sustained by these
conspiracy theories and rebellions.
In 1776, we revolted against
Great Britain because people
believed there was a conspiracy to bleed the under-represented colonists of their hardearned money (never mind the
American colonists had the lowest taxes of all British citizens,
and the taxes were going to pay
for the colonists' war against
the French).
During the Cold War, the
nation was held together by
fears of a supposed Communist
conspiracy against America.
Then in 2001, conspiracy theories about a massive terrorist
organization that "hates us for
our freedom'1 led to an upswing
in nationalism.
I have even heard writers like
David l.imbaugh (Rush's brother) spin tales about a conspiracy
against traditional Christian
beliefs. According to l.imbaugh.
this conspiracy is orchestrated
by gays and atheists, who are
manipulating America's educational system for their own
dark ends. Limbaugh uses this
conspiracy theory to encourage
solidarity among Christians.
Americans havealways needed to feel persecuted. Activists
have always been willing to
see conspiracies in innocent
events. And leaders have always
been willing to harness these
conspiracy theories to encourage unity within their respective groups.
While the Facebook conspiracy is just a harmless musing
right now, conspiracy theories
have a tendency to spiral out of
control. As a people, we need to
be on guard against conspiracy
theories, subjecting them to
rigorous logical analysis in an
attempt to find the truth, lest
paranoia descend to zealotry.
Res/iond to Instill at
theuews@bgiwivs.coni

Brown-nosing' works in the classroom
By Joshua Houtka
U-Wire

One of the most underrated and
underused techniques used
by students is kissing a professor's ass. It might not seem true,
because every time you see that
kid introduce himself to the professor after the first class and
make small talk about the weather, the picture burns a hole in
your mind, and you're inclined
to think it happens more often
than it really does. But while the
brown-nosers are getting their B+

bumped up to an A-, what you
don't see are the 300 sorry souls
filing their way out the hack. If
they only knew what they were
missing.
My dad has told me all my life
that if I would learn how to kiss
ass I would have an easier time
accomplishing all of my goals in
life. However, this contradicted
the way I saw the world. 1 used to
be a firm believer that there are
two ways to be successful in life:
You can do the work, or you can
kiss the ass.
Wbv not both?

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

Its sad that it took me 19
years to have this epiphany,
but I recently had an eyeopening experience that
completely swayed my
beliefs.
I'm in a wonderful little
class called learning strategies, where the assignments are geared toward
helping you with your other
classes and achieving an A
is as easy as showing up
and paying attention. In
this class I was assigned to
interview two of my professors about their lives and
basically make small talk.
Read the rest of the column
online at bgvieius.com

WALKING IS STILL HONES"
IU. fVUtLt BE BT£ /*oU\«
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R# PIZZA.

KEITH PAKIZ I THE BG NEWS

Positive outlook crucial for
getting through financial crisis

When the weather became
halfway decent, I made a trek
down to Faculty Lounge — a
small downtowndivewherethe
loudest noise is Ray Anthony
spilling out of a jukebox, which
should have been retired long
before today's crop of students
were born. It's a place where
reverse age discrimination
is freely practiced: you aren't
really welcome unless you're
of an age that can remember
Nixon's vice president or when
8-track tapes were the rage as
you began your career.
My pal Stubby McDrool was
already there and ordering
from the menu. I joined him
at the table and ordered a dose
of artery-clogging fries and
the greatest, most cholesterollaced burger ever constructed
by human hands, along with
the usual malt beverage.
We exchanged pleasantries,
but I noticed he was quieter
and more sedate than usual.
Finally, 1 asked.
"Frankly, Phil, I'm worried," he said at last. "The
University seems to be on the
ropes financially, and I don't
know what the future's going
to bring. Everyone's affected:
students are worried about the
increase in tuition and department chairs and deans are
wondering how to make ends
meet." He threw his hands in
the air in a gesture combining
resignation and despair.
"Well, Stubbs, this has happened before. I'm sure things
were far worse during the
Depression, yet the University,
state and country survived and
came out stronger than ever."
"Heck, I know that. But
Ohio's been cutting the subsidy on a per-student basis for
the past dozen years or so.
The fact that the state is supposedly lining up for patl of
the stimulus tells me they're
broke," Stubbs replied.
The food arrived, and we
declared a hiatus in the dialogue long enough to begin

to satisfy the hunger pangs.
When we refilled our glasses, I
dove back into conversation.
"I'm not trying to minimize
what you say, and I'll grant you
the situation's not the best.
And, it'll probably get worse
before it gets better. But you
know what the big problem
is?"
"Yeah, no money," he said as
he grabbed more onion rings.
He was beginning to sound
bitter.
"No, that's not the big problem — that's not the 900-pound
elephant in the room, Stubbs,"
I replied. "The problem is
people are beginning to act
like there's no hope. Whether
or not Obama spends a billion, a trillion or a hundred
trillion's not the problem — or
solution. We've been living our
lives quick, fast and easy for
the past 20 years or so, but
that's not how life works. And
now we've got a wake-up call."
"OK, big guy, what's the
solution?" Stubby queried. His
tone was not exactly challenging, yet I could sense there was
something more behind the
question than merely a search
for information.
"1 don't know. But I know
what isn't going to help.
Everyone is looking for the
bottom, so we can begin the
climb up again. That's not
how it works. Look at the
students. They come here
expecting quick answers to
all problems and think the
proper response to any question is one of four alternatives
in a multiple-choice test. But
life's not like that. You're a
trained researcher, right?"
"Yeah, so?" Stubbs replied.
"Well, you know every
answer can bring more questions. And, in searching for
the answer, you run across
more dead ends than you can
shake a stick at. Even when
you find what you think is the
correct answer, the probability is pretty good someone,
sometime, somewhere will
find something that'll alter or
toss your solution into the
ash can."
"OK, I can agree to that,"
Stubbs admitted.
"So that's the second big

problem. We're not comfortable with uncertainty. Yeah,
we can do a stat analysis and'
specify a margin of error in
our academic research, but
it doesn't hit close to home.
An academic exercise doesn't
have the impact possibly losing funding does. It just reinforces what lefferson once
said: 'A man's pocketbook is
the seat of his sensitivities.'"
"So what can we do?" Stubby
was finishing his burger.
"Frankly, not much except to
do our best. We don't have all
the answers, and we probably
won't recognize the answers
until we're in the middle of
them. But if we lose hope that
better times are eventually
going to come, they may not
and we'll inherit something
worse than federal deficits."
"What's that?"
. "I guess you'd call it collective depression or anxiety."
"For a conservative, you're
starting to sound like FDR,"
Stubby said, a smile breaking
across his face.
"It's not a liberal or conservative thing. I like to think of
it as a healthy outlook when
everything's going south," I
said.
"I'm not sure I feel any better," Stubby said as we got up
from our seats and pulled out
our wallets to pay the bill.
"Doesn't have anything to
do with feelings," I concluded. "It's an act of the will. We
need to act as though things
will get better."
"Self-fulfilling prophecy?"
Stubbs said as we moved
toward the door.
"Maybe. Maybe not. But
look at the alternatives. Not
much out there right now. But
I think it beats whatever else
we can do."
We bid goodbye and went
our separate ways. I'd like to
say the sun was beginning to
shine as we stepped outside,
but it wasn't. But maybe I had
helped Stubby a little. I like
to think his shoulders were
straighter.
It's a start.
Respond to Phil at
thenews@bgnews.com

■ E-mail us at ttenewsrpLxjnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
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Rare snowfall blankets
South as East braces
for oncoming storm
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ASSISTING DEATH: Dr. Robert Thompson poses for a pholo Tuesday. Feb 24.2009 in
his office in Seattle Thompson, an internist and cardiologist at Swedish Medical Center in
Seattle, who voted for Washington's "Death with Dignity" law. says that m his 52 years of
practice, he has treated patients who were suffering and would have benefited from the law.

Washington state to
allow 'dignity deaths
By Rachtl La CorU
The Associated Press

OLYMPIA, Wash. — Terminally
ill patients with less than six
months to live will soon he
able to ask their doctors to prescribe them lethal medication in
Washington state.
But even though the "Death
with Dignity" law takes effect
Thursday, people who might
seek the life-ending prescriptions could find their doctors
conflicted or not willing to write
them.
Many doctors are hesitant to
talk publicly about where they
stand on the issue, said Dr. Tom
Preston, a retired cardiologist and
board member of Compassion
& Choices, the group that campaigned for and supports the
law.
"There are a lot of doctors, who
in principle, would approve or
don't mind this, but for a lot of
social or professional reasons,
they don't want to be involved."
he said.
But Preston said discussions
about end-of-life issues between
doctor and patient will increase
because of the new law, and he
thinks that as time goes on more
and more doctors who don't
have a religious or philosophical
opposition will be open to participating.
"It will be a cultural shift," he
said.
The U.S. Supreme Court ruled
in 2006 that it was up to states
to regulate medical practice,
including assisted suicide, and
Washington's Initiative 1000 was
passed by nearly 60 percent of
state voters in November.
It became the second state,
behind Oregon, to have a voterapproved measure allowing
assisted suicide.
In December, a Montana
district judge ruled that doctorassisted suicides are legal. That
decision, which was based on an
individual lawsuit, is before the
Montana Supreme Court. While
Montana doctors are allowed to
write prescriptions pending the
appeal, it's unknown whether
any actually have because there's
no reporting process.
Under the Oregon and
Washington laws, physicians and
pharmacists are not required to
write or fill lethal prescriptions
if they are opposed to the law.
Some Washington hospitals are
opting out of participation, which
precludes their doctors from par-

ticipatingon hospital property.
Dr. Stu Farber, director of the
palliative care consult service
at the University of Washington
Medical Center, voted against
the measure and doesn't plan to
prescribe lethal medication to
his patients for now.
"I am not here to tell people
how they should either live their
life or the end of their life," Farber
said. "There's possibly a story
out there, in the future, that's so
compelling that maybe 1 would
write a prescription."
Farber said he would refer
patients to Compassion &
Choices of Washington, the
state's largest aid-in-dying
advocacy group, after talking
about how they came to their
decision.
The advocacy group is compiling a directory of physicians who
aren't opting out of the law, as
well as pharmacies willing to fill
the prescriptions, said executive
director Robb Miller.
"Physicians don't understand
yet exactly how the law works,"
Miller said. "Whenever there's
lack of understanding, there
tends to be some reluctance."
Dr. Robert Thompson, an
internist and cardiologist at
Swedish Medical Center in
Seattle who voted for the measure, said that in his 32 years of
practice he has treated patients
who would have benefited from
this law.
"I believe for the sake of compassion, and for a person's own
individual rights, that this should
be an option for them," he said.
Washington's law is based on
Oregon's measure, which took
effect in late 1997. Since then,
more than 340 people — mostly
ailing with cancer — have used
that state's measure to end their
lives.
Underthe Washington law.any
patient requesting fatal medication must be at least 18 years old,
declared competent and a state
resident. The patient would have
to make two oral requests, 15
days apart, and submit a written
request witnessed by two people,
one of which must not be a relative, heir, attending doctor, or
connected with a health facility
where the requester lives.
Two doctors must certify that
the patient has a terminal condition and six months or less to
live.
Some doctors who opposed
the measure have argued that a
six-month terminal diagnosis is
never a sure thing.

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. —Apowerful March snowstorm blanketed much of Alabama and
then marched across Georgia
yesterday, forcing some flight
cancellations in Atlanta as the
East Coast braced for a poten
tialpummeling.
taster n seaboard cities along a corridor arcing
through Washington. D.C. to
Boston and beyond braced
amid forecasts of potentially
heavy snow accumulations
early in the week as the storm
began a trek up out of the
Southeast.
Alabama was first up for a
rare white blanketing for the
South in March. Most roads
there were clear, but snowfall totals ranging from 1 to 4
inches forced more than 210
churches in central Alabama
to cancel morning services as
a precaution. About 2 inches of
snow covered Civil War statues
in Montgomery.
"I think you can worship in
this it's so rare," said Vonda
Braswell, throwing snowballs
in her front yard instead of putting on her Su nday best.
Scott Ungcr at the National
Weather Service office in
Birmingham said a winter
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WINTER FLAKES: Snow falls on a
statue of former University of Alabama
football coach Paul "Bear" Bryant in front of
Bryant-Denny Stadium on the University of
Alabama campus in Tuscaloosa. Ala

storm warning was in effect
until 3 p.m. yesterday mostly for several northern and
eastern counties of Alabama
— with much of the rest of
the state under a winter storm
advisory.
He said snow accumulations
could reach up to five inches in some areas of Alabama,
where some churches canceled
Sunday services and cold, blustery winds whipped even the
usually balmy Gulf Coast.
Michigan resident Wayne
Letsonfrettedaboutsharingthe
roads with Southerners unaccustomed to winter weather

Law prevents nonprofit
groups from accessing funds
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Case in California highlights the
use of FBI mosque informants
By Gillian Flaccua

By Martha Waggoner
The Associated Press

RALEIGH. N.C. — The North
Carolina Symphony has all the
money it needs. But in this
economy, the orchestra isn't
allowed to touch it.
The value of its endowment
stands at nearly S6.9 million, a
fund the symphony planned
to tap this year to help pay
its musicians and put on concerts. But becauseof the slump
on Wall Street, the endowment
is worth less than the original
donations that created it. That
means, under North Carolina
law, that the money is off limits.
It's a frustrating quandary
for universities, orchestras
and other nonprofit organizations in two dozen states. They
have the money they need to
save jobs, offer scholarships
and put on a solid schedule of
programs, but face state laws
that keep them from using any
of it.
"I don't imagine the donors
anticipated a situation where
the market would fall so dramatically that the money
would be held hostage and
unable to support the symphony at all." said David
Chambless Worters. the symphony's chief executive.
Rules governing how nonprofits in North Carolina
and 23 other states use their
endowments date to the 1970s,
when most states adopted a
uniform law that prohibits
withdrawing money from

endowments that fall below
their "historic dollar value"
— the money given to create
the endowment, plus any later
gifts.
The law is designed to protect endowments by preventing institutions from dipping
into the principal. An endowment is supposed to be a perpetual source of revenue, with
institutions drawing off only
the earnings.
The rule affects newer funds
most severely, since they have
had less time to invest a gift
and build the endowment's
value.
NeithertheNationalCouncil
of Nonprofits nor the Council
on Foundations, both based
in Washington, keeps track of
how many of its members are
struggling with endowments
that are now underwater.
But "anecdotally, it is a serious problem. And if the current financial downturn continues, the problem will only
get worse." said Harvey Dale,
director of the National Center
on Philanthropy and the Law
at New York University.
The
North
Carolina
Symphony started 2008 with
an endowment of $9.3 million,
well above its historic dollar value of S7.25 million and
enough to allow for a planned
withdrawal of $600,000. But
with the endowment now
underwater, the orchestra is
looking for new ways to make
money to cover than gap,
includingschedulingfourjune
performances with the visit-

The Associated Press

SANTA ANA, Calif. — The revelation that the FBI planted a
spy in a Southern California
mosque was explosive news in
a Muslim community that has
long suspected the government
of even broader surveillance.
Muslim-American organizations have demanded an inquiry.
Some say the news has rattled their
faith in American democracy.
Despite the reaction, former
FBI agents and federal prosecutors say spying on mosques is
still one of the government's
best weapons to thwart terrorists and that the benefit to
national security is likely to far
outweigh any embarrassment
to the agency.
"What matters to the FBI is
preventing a massive attack
that might be planned by some
people ... using the mosque or
church as a shield because they
believe they're safe there," said
Robert Blitzer. the FBI's former
counterterrorism chief.
"That is what the American
people want the FBI to do," he
said. "They don't want some
type of attack happening on
U.S. soil because the FBI didn't
act on information."
One of the most-heralded
U.S. terrorism convictions, for
example, grew out of the work
of an informant who spent
months inside a New lersey
mosque and derailed a plan to
blow up New York City landmarks. Radical Egyptian cleric
Omar Abdel Rahman was sentenced to life in prison in 1995.
He was also the spiritual leader

DEED SMS0N

UNDERCOVER: Gaig Monte*, who
says he infiltrated Southern California
mosques as an FBI informant wants to
clear his name of suspicions he might
have promoted terrorist activities.

for the men convicted in the
1993 bombing at the World
Trade Center.
"A lot of what happened
was planned in the mosque,"
said Andy McCarthy, who was
lead prosecutor on the case.
"The recruiting went on in the
mosque, a lot of the Instruction
went on in the mosque, we even
had gun transactions in there."
In the California case, information about the informant

who spied on the Islamic Centet
of Irvine came out last week at a
detention hearing for a brother
in-law of Osama bin Laden's
bodyguard, an Afghan native
and naturalized U.S. citizen
named Ahmadullah Niazi.
Niazi, 34, was arrested Feb,
20 on charges of lying about his
ties to terrorist groups on hi-citizenship and passport applications. He will he arraigned
today in U.S. District Court in
Santa Ana.

Referral Award Bonuses!!! • Request Maintenance Online! • High Speed Internet Included! • Pay Rent On-Line! • Friendly Staff!

WINTHROP &
SUMMIT TERRACE
Kitchen Cabinets w/built
in Dishwasher, and microwaves
STOP BY AND SEE US
Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd.
Hours: Monday thru Friday 8:30a.m.-5:30 p.m.
419-352-9135
mnthrop@gerdenich.com
NO APPOINTMENTS NECESSARY!!!
2 Pools!!! • Private Shuttle to & from Campus! • Furnished or Unfurnished Units Available • All & All, Just a Really Nice Place to Live!!!
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Full-size washer & dryer in each unit
> Shuttle service to bars
on Friday & Saturday nights

> FREE Internet
> FREE cable

> Spacious living
at a reasonable price

> FREE private shuttle
> Private baths
in each bedroom

> 4 bedroom townhomes
starting as low as $299 per
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> Available furnished
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SIDELINES

Falcons have
strong individual
showings at MAC
Championships
The Universitys swimming
and diving team had a strong
showing at the Mid-American

PHOTOS BY CHRISTINA MCGIHMIS

Conference Championships

IHE BG NEWS

ABOVE LEFT: Jen Uhl hit a big three-pornter late in ihe game

held in Bowling Green. Vicky
ABOVE RIGHT: Lauren Prochaska scored 25 second hall points

Yu had the top performance,
setting a school record in the

LEFT: Tara Breske pulled down nine rebounds lor the Falcons.

100-yard butterfly.

Page 8

BELOW: The Falcons celebrate their MAC regular season championship.

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog

RIGHT: Lmdsey Goldsberry got the assist on Uhl's three-pointer

Be sure to log on to The
BG News Sports Blog for
continued news and updates
on your favorite Falcon
teams. This week, we will
be bringing you coverage
of both basketball games
from Miami as well as some
MAC Tournament preview
coverage. Also, be sure to visit
over spring break as we will
have coverage of the MAC
Tournament and any news
leading up to it.
bgviewsnetwork.com/sports

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1989-Mets teammates
Darryl Strawberry and Keith
Hernandez get into a scuffle.
1962—Wilt Chamberlain
scores a record 100 points in
an NBA game.

MAC champions
Falcons defeat Kent State to
ensure regular-season title

Prochaska scores 1,000th career point in win
By Andrew Harnar
Sports Editor

1951—The East beats the
West in the first NBA All-Star
Game 111-94.
1874—The batter's box is
officially adopted in baseball.

The List
It was yet another exciting
weekend in BG athletics: big
wins for basketball, MAC
Championship results for
track and swimming and the
finish of the hockey regular
season. Here are the top five
stories from the weekend:

By Andrew H.ir n.'r
Sports Editor

In a game where the No. 25
Falcons started off 0-for-7 shooting and scored just 21 points in
the first half, there was a legitimate possibility the 24-game
winning streak would come to
end.
But by the end of the day, the
women's basketball team 125-2,
14-0 Mid-American Conference)
was boasting a 61-54 win over
Kent State (17-9, 6-8 MAC), a
25-game winning streak and a
fifth straight MAC regular season
championship.

The team clinched a tie for the
regular season crown but hold
the tie-breaker over the only
team that can catch them: Bail
See CHAMPS I Page 8
What happened: BG clinched the
MAC regular season title with a 6154 win over Kent State.
Highlight: Jen Uhl's three-pointer
that put BG up 56-50.
Lowlight: Lauren Prochaska and
Tracy Pontius combined for two first
half points.
Th« star: Prochaska scored 25
points in the second half.

With roughly 18 minutes of the
second half still to be played
on Saturday. Curt Miller and
his assistant coaches admitted
it was going on.
Lauren Prochaska was in a
slump.

Going back to Wednesday
night at Buffalo, Prochaska had
made just five of her last 26 field
goals with six of those misses
coming in the first 22 minutes
of Saturday's 61-54 win over
Kent State.
"We all looked at each other
and said, 'Yes, she's in a slump
right now, but good offensive
players will find a way to get

"We all looked at each other and said,
'Yes, she's in a slump right now, but good
offensive players will find a way to get
out of it.' I think we were all talking [that]
we thought Miami at that point."
Curt Miller I Coach

out of it,'" Miller said. "I think
we were all talking |that| we
thought Miami at that point."
Then she reeled off the next 11
Falcon points in five and a half
minutes to give the team a lead.
By the end of the half,
Prochaska had scored 25 of the

team's 40 second-half points
and vaulted herself over 1,000
career points.
When asked what she thought
of the mark, Prochaska's "team
See 1.0001 Page 9

1. Prochaslca: In a 61 54
win over Kent State, Lauren
Prochaska scored 25 second
half points and became the
second sophomore in school
history to score 1.000 career
points.

2. Moten: Brian
Moten had 17 points
during yesterday's game
including five threepointers and a slam dunk
3. Yli: Vicky Yu set a
school record in the 200-yard
butterfly during the MAC
Championships with a time
of 2:00.26 seconds while
winning a gold medal.
4. ForStein: Pole vaulter
Sabrina Forstein vaulted a
season best of 5.70 meters
and finished sixth at the
Indoor MAC Championships.
5. Perkin: James Perkin
had two goals on the weekend, but it wasn't enough
for the Falcons to salvage a
victory at Western Michigan.

Men's basketball continues
rolling with road win at Akron
By Jason Jones
Assistant Sports Editor

What happanad: The Falcons
held tight defensively to beat Akron
50-46.
Highlight: Brian Moten's 25-foot
three-pointer that sealed the win.
Lowlight: Joe Jakubowski was
O-for-3 shooting, grabbed one
rebound and had three turnovers.
Tha star: Moten had 17 points and
seven rebounds.

Men's basketball coach Louis
Orr has been saying all season
that his team's most important
game is "the next one." Coming
into yesterday's match-up with
the Akron Zips, that was defi• *
nitely the case.
After a big 67-66 home win
BG was able to pick themover Kent State last week, BG
(17-11, 10-4 Mid-American selves back up and finished the
Conference) entered the game half on a 13-2 run that sent them
in a three-way tie for first place into the break with a 24-22 lead.
in the MAC with Akron and
"We changed our offensive
CHBISTINA MCGINNS I THE BG NEWS
Buffalo.
focus, but really our defense
MILLER TIME: Nate Miller nearly had a
With the stakes at a season came up," Orr said.
high, BG shut down Akron (18BG would continue to double-double with eight points and nine
11,9-5 MAC) with a 50-46 win.
impress throughout the second rebounds.
BG got off to a monumentally half, holding onto the lead until
slow start to the game, scoring the 3:44 mark, when a field goal 48-46.
After a missed shot from
just three points in the game's down low gave Akron a 46-45
first 12 minutes and eventually lead.
Akron was rebounded and filfalling behind 16-5.
The game then went stale for tered back down court, Moten
"I think we were playing our two minutes until Brian Moten
See MEN | Page 9
game outside-in instead of hit a deep three-pointer for the
inside-out," Orr said.
go-ahead score, putting BG up

m
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BRIGHT SPOT: James Perkin scored two goals on the weekend.

Falcons drop final regular
season series to WMU
By Stan Shapiro
Reporter

KALAMAZOO, Mich. — The
Falcons finished their regular season Central Collegiate
Hockey Association schedule
with a pair of losses to Western
Michigan, 5-2 and 5-3, locking
in BG's spot at last place in the
playoff pairings.

On Friday night, the Falcons
outplayed the Broncos, but five
unanswered goals doomed the
Falcons.
Getting goals from lames
Perkin and Kai Kantola, the
Falcons looked in good position
to win as they led 2-0 for most
See LOSSES | Page 9
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Three Falcons earn medals at MAC
Championships as team finishes seventh
Falcons take seventh in front of
home crowd at MAC Championships
By John Lopez
Htet

I he curtain Ml on another
swimming season ihis week
end .is the Falcons hosted the
Mid-American Conference
i Championships,
Ilk' Miami Kedllawks look
lininc top loam honors defeating two-time defending MAC.
Champion Ohio University by
28 points.
I in the RedHawks, it was
their lirsi \l VC Championship
since2005, and it secured them
a place in the upper echelon of
MAC swimming.
rhe University of Toledo finished the meet in third while
Eastern Michigan was able to
secure the fourth spot. Buffalo.
BG and Akron filled out the
remaining three spots.
"Seventh place was really disappointing." coach ki'ri Hull
said. "We are a young team and
made some mistakes that only
experience can correct. The
new suits were not a benefit to
us either."
For the Falcons, a seventhplace finish may seem like a
disappointment for the young
team, hut strong personal performances will help soften the
blow.
In
her
first
MAC

ETHAN MAGOC ! IHEBGNEWS
RECORD BREAKER: Vicky Yu broke her own school record in the 200-yard butterfly en
route to a gold medal

Yu sets school record; earns gold medal
By John Lopez

BENLOHMAN

Reporter

READY. SET. 60: Megan Bomicino
(left) stands in the starting block waiting
for a race to stait

Chainpionship.frcshman Vicky
Yu captured the gold medal in
the 200-yard butterfly, while
her teammate Sarah Burston
finished a close third for the
Falcons.
It takes some special attributes to be a MAC champion:
there is a lot that goes into it."
Buff said. "You see the polenSee SWIMMING I Paqe 9

BG tennis team bounces
back shuts out Butler
By Morgan Carlson

BG's good recruiting is coming to
fruition.
On a night that two seniors
finished their careers at Cooper
Pool, one freshman stole the
show, announcing herself as a
force to be reckoned with for the
next three years.
During the last recruiting season, assistantcoachMarklloward
had a plan, and that was to bring
Chinese international student
Vic k\ Yu to the University, hoping
to turn her into a great swimmer,
l-ess than a year later, Howard

can smile at a job well done.
Yu, a butterfly specialist, took
borne the Falcons' sole gold
medal this weekend at the
Mid-American
Conference
Championships swimming with
a time of 2:00.26 In the 200-yard
butterfly, which shattered the
previous University record of
2:02.02.
Before handing the title of the
conference's best butterfly swimmer over to Yu. she needs to fend
off teammate Sarah Burston.
who finished third in the event
See YU | Page 9
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The always short-speaking
Lauren l'rochaska put how the
team felt very simply following
the game.
"We just won a fifth consecutive MAC title," she said. "We're
very happy with that."
But there is no way the team
was happy at the beginning of
tlie game.
Tara Breske opened the
Falcon scoring over four minutes into the game, and the
scoring drought continued
throughout the half,
BG was H-for-31 (25.8 per
cent) shooting from the field in
the first half and only got to the
foul line for three shots, making two.
By the end of the half, the
Falcons found themselves
going to the locker room down
26-21 and with l'rochaska and
Tracy Pontius combining to go
1-for-12 from the field and 0-of6 from the three-point line.
At halftimc, coach Curt Miller
said lie talked to his team about
playing tough.
And they responded.
With a 40-point second
half, 31 of which came from
Prochaska and Pontius, the
Falcons were able to battle back
for the win.
"1 thought we played pretty
well for 36 minutes but got
outplayed for four." said KSII
coach Bob Lindsay. "Four was
enough to beat us."
One play in those final four
minutes stuck out.
With the Falcons leading 5350, Undsey Goldsberry fought
hard for a loose ball and assisted |en Uhl on a wide-open

"We just won a fifth
consecutive MAC
title. We're very
happy with that."
Lauren Prochaska | Sophomore

three-pointer that all but sealed
the win for BG.
"We were just getting on a roll,"
Uhl said. "There was no one on
the whole side of the floor I was
on. You've got to hit big shots
when you're open, and no one
was even close to guarding me.
I lilting that was so fun."
It was just another great
moment for Uhl since stepping
in for Niki McCoy five games
ago. and Miller has taken
notice.
"Jen has been tremendous
for us," Miller said. "She is very
productive and |had| a huge
back-breaking three, kind of in
a scrum and a loose ball and all
of sudden you find Jen open in
the arc."
However, that play was
one-of-a-kind of the game as
KSU played tight defense the
entire game, part of the reason
Prochaska didn't score in the
first half.
"I thought Kent was tremendous defensively tonight,"
Miller said. "We didn't make
some shots... and really struggled trying to score in penetration."
From a player's standpoint,
Uhl put it blundy.
"They were really tough today,"
Uhl said.
The women have two games
remaining before the MAC
Tournament, the first of which
is in Miami on Wednesday

night

SPORTS
BRIEF
Softball rained out for
half of weekend series
in Tennessee
After losing their first two games of

Reporte-

the Tennessee Classic, the Falcons were

\fter two upsetting losses last
weekend,the Bt I women's tennis
team bounced back on Friday,
blanking Butler University 7-0.
Ihe win brought the Falcons
to a li-2 record, and a 4-0 record
at the Perrysburg Tennis Center.

With Christine Chiricosta back
on the roster, Ihe squad is now a
perfect 6-0 while fielding a complete line-up.
Chiricosta was out for the last
two matches with a wrisl injury but relumed to the court on
I riclay.
"Christine did fine," said coach
Penny Dean. "She missed a few
^luis she normally would have
made, but her menial toughness
overcame that IThereis] no sign
of re-injury."
Chiricosta defeated her opponent 6-1, 6-3 and while teamed
With Kelsey lakupcin. won the

lop doubles flight 8-2.
Dean feels Ihe women focused
and stepped it up after dual losses the previous weekend.
"(Winning] is a great feeling,"
I lean said. "Butler is a very good
team, and we really brought our
A-game lo lake them out like
thai."
Senior Stelanie Menoff won

rained out

*

North Dakota Stale (6-4) and

*

2*
BENLOHMAN

-ifBCNEWS

BACK ROLLING: Trie Falcon tennis learn

rebounded alter a few disappointing losses
last weekend

6-3, 6-3 against a difficult opponent in Cam Thompson.
"My opponent was very consistent and did not miss many
balls," Menoff said. [That] breed
me to siep up my game and be
even more consistent than she
was."
Friday's match will he the last
Inline the team takes off for
spring break.

Tennessee (18-5) both beat BG on
Friday after lengthy rain delays.
Saturday, il was announced the
remainder of the games lor all teams
would be canceled due lo the weather
BENLOHMAN

The Fakons were set lo play
Marshall and James Madison on

SHINING STAR: Breanne Guy had a slrong performance against Central Michigan

Saturday morning.

Falcon gymnasts fall to Central Michigan

SPORTS
BRIEF

By Chris Sojk.
Reporter

Baseball swept for
second straight
weekend
The Falcon baseball team lost three
games over the weekend to Louisville.
Friday, the Falcons lost alter surrendering 10 runs in the final two innings
o( a 16-5 loss.
The next day. BG blew another lead
late in the game as the learn fell 8-5
after holding a 5 3 lead in ihe seventh.
Louisville finished off the sweep yesterday with a 9-2 win over the Falcons

See TENNIS | Page 9

m which the Cardinals again scored late.

Watch for the BG News

NCAA Tournament Pick 'em Contest
Fill out the brackets in the BG News and

WIN!

"We are ready to start working
on the minor tilings and are
looking forward lo the MAC
Prior lo last Friday's meet, the Championships."
gymnastics team's scores have
The Falcons started out the
continued to improve each week. meet on bars, an event Beach was
Thai was not the case on Friday. very pleased with, The bar lineThe Falcons were unable lo up came out slrong again with a
record big scores, falling to Central team score of 48.525.
Michigan, 195.050-192.625, in
Breanne Guy, who has been
Mount Pleasant, Mich., in their named MAC Gymnast of the
las! Mid-American Conference Week for the past Iwo weeks, look
meet of the season.
second place honors, matching a
The team did not come out career high score of 9.825. Right
with as much intensity as the beliind her was Amber Brewer,
previous Iwo meets, and it was posting a career high score of 9.8.
evident out on Ihe floor.
The learn then headed over lo
"We definitely looked a little the vault for their second rotation,
timid,'' coach Kerrie Beach said. where thev had a bit of trouble.

BGSU sweatshirt

(2 winners)
($64.95 Value Each)

(2 winners)

(2 winners)

($40.00 Value Each)

($39.00 Value Each)

GAME OF THE CENTURY!

HEINZ APTS
MARCH

DELUXE 3 BEDROOM, A/C
APTS
808 AND 818 N. ENTERPRISE
424 AND 451 FRAZEE AVE.
352-0717

S. Main St.

See GYM | Page 9

3 foot party sub

Register now Online at www.bgviews.com for your chance to win the

1/2

Icnna Wirtanen landed a 9.7, giving her a fourth place finish and
right behind her was Andrea
Kinzer with a score of 9.6.
In the third rotation, BG competed on the floor. Kasey Fillmore
.mil Morgan Balzer tied for sixth
place with scores of 9.7. Guy, who
usually records high scores in this
event, had a small step out of
bounds, giving her a score of 9.6.
For die final event of the evening, Ihe Falcons headed to the
balance beam; an area of struggle
for the team the past few weeks.
The top two finishers for BG

$500 DEPOSIT!
FREE INTERNET!
ONLY S900/M0 + UTILITIES!

5 FREE 1 topping pizzas

• 123

IHEBGNEWS

445 E. WOOSTER

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

<2k
GREENBRIAR, INC.

GREENBRIARRENTALS.COM

• Quiet Living
• Deluxe Modern One
Bedroom Apartments
>
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"Lauren Prochaska

Track team struggles at Indoor
MAC Championships; finishes 11th

obviously had a

7

first" mentality took over in her
answer.
"It's definitely an exciting
time and I'm happy for that,
but I'm more happy for our
team accomplishment today,"
Prochaska said.
But putting the team accomplishment of clinching a tic for
the Mid-American Conference
regular season title aside,
Prochaska's mark is almost
unprecedented in school history.
She becomes only the second sophomore from BG to
score 1,000 points and the second fastest to 1,000 doing it in
61 games.
The player ahead of her on
both of those lists?
Arguably the greatest Falcon
ever to take the court, Jackie
Motycka.
Motycka, BG's all-time leading scorer with 2,122 points,
reached the mark in her 54th
game.
At the rate Prochaska is scoring and improving, it isn't out
of the question to think she
could some day be atop BG's
all-time scoring list, especially

LOSSES
From Page 7
of the game. But two goals 90
seconds apart in the second
and an early third period goal
gave Bronco goalie Riley Gill all
he needed for the win.
On the night BG outshot
Western 42-23, but BG coach
Scott Paluch wasn't happy with
the amount of scoring chances.
"We generated a lot of chances, but I did not think we shot
the puck with enough authority to score goals," Paluch said.
Saturday, Western completed the sweep as five Bronco
freshmen recorded at least one
point.
BG carried the majority of
the play in the opening stanza
Saturday, but good penalty
killing and strong goaltending allowed the Broncos to
escape the period tied at one.
Gill turned away 17 shots in
the period, while the defense
in front of him helped kill BG's
first four power plays.
"They did a good job," Paluch
said. "They worked hard to
block shots and kill off our
power plays."
Despite only registering five
shots on net in the period, the
Broncos still scored as freshman |.|. Crew snuck a weak

YU

great second half,
and we didn't do
a very good job

From Page 8

By Chrii R.imbo

tired her out, but it was some

Reporter

thing she was able to overcome."

defending her

For Forstein. a junior from
The BG track team emerged Geneva, Ohio, last weekend's
from a weekend of competition jump was only the start of ivli.n
at the Mid-American Conference she hopes are bigger and better
Bob bndsay | KSU coach
Indoor Championship with an things.
11th place finish out of 12 teams.
"I was definitely very happy
if she continues to have domiAs expected, the University that I was able to clear 12 feet,"
CHRISTINA MCGINNS I IHSBGMWS
nating halves like she did on
of Akron took home top honors; Forstein said. "I was hoping t"
MILE HIGH CLUB: Lauren Prochaska
Saturday.
amassing 126 points on their break the school Indoor record i if
"She carried us," Miller said. has set several milestones this season.
way to first place. The Zips were 12.3 feet, but I definitely think I
"She was just fantastic."
followed by Kent State, with 101 can approach the outdoor record
KSU coach Bob Lindsay also times in the second half, and as
points and Miami with 73.
of I2.fi by the time the Outdoor
praised Prochaska, but said the nation's leading free-throw
To those who measure success MAC [Championship] meet rolls
her outburst was in part due to shooter, that's basically giving
solely by bottom-line statistics, around. Overall I can definitely
poor execution from his team.
it might appear that the Falcons, build off of this weekend."
away 12 points.
"Lauren Prochaska obviwith their total of 11 points,
While she did miss one as a
Anot her key contributor fur the
ously had a great second half, fan began a "we are BG" chant I should in no way feel pleased Falcons was senior Kara Butler.
and we didn't do a very good during her shot, the 11 points
with their performance.
She was the only Falcon who
job defending her that half," she did hit put her and the team
Coach Cami Wells, however, is scored in two events, placing
Lindsay said. "She's an excel- in position to have great days.
not one who subscribes to that sixth out of 25 finalists in the
lent player."
Thus Miller's prediction that
line of thinking.
9,000-meter run and eighth out
However, it wasn't just bad "great offensive players come
"I am very pleased with the of 32 competitors in the 3,000defense that allowed Prochaska out of slumps" came true, and
effort that all 19 of our athletes meter event.
to score.
Prochaska achieved yet anothput forward this weekend," Wells
"I was very proud of Kara's perThe Plashes allowed her to er milestone in front of a strong
said. "We had a few girls who had formance this weekend." Wells
go to the free throw line 12 home crowd.
rough weekends, but overall I feel said, it is very tough to run both
that we competed very hard and of those long distance events on
gave our best effort."
back-to-back days, and she found
While no Falcon athlete fin- a way to do very wel 1 i n bol h."
"We generated'a lot of chances, but
ished an event higher than fifth,
Butler was as equally pleased
there werea total of 10 BG women as her coach.
I did not think we shot the puck with
who left Kent with new personal
"I am really excited about my
records.
performance," Butler said. "This
enough authority to score goals."
One such athlete was Sabrina was the first time I had scored
Forstein, who earned a sixth- in both the races in the Indoor
Scott Paluch I Coach
place finish in the pole vault with meets. It was tough mentally to
backhand shot between the
a personal best leap of 12 feet, 1 race the 3.000 one day after the
Five minutes later Crew
post and BG goalie Nick Eno's set up fellow freshman Kyle
inch,
5.000, but it was just something I
right leg at the 15:32 mark.
"A personal best was something had to fight through."
O'Kane for a tie-breaking goal.
After the Crew goal, BG con- O'Kane fired a point blank
that Sabrina really wanted and
Butler is also looking forward
tinued to pressure the Bronco wrist shot that beat Eno along
something she tried very hard to the fast-approaching Outdoor
defense and finally converted the ice glove side.
for," Wells said. "She had a couple season, which getsunderway this
on their fifth power play of the
of missed jumps, which I'm sure weekend, because it marks the
"That was crucial, it got us
period. Perkin tied the game momentum in the game," Crew
at one with a wrist shot that said.
snuck between the arm and ' With just over four minutes
field goal percentage for the
body of Gill.
remaining in the second the
game including 28.6 percent in
In the second, BG continued Falcons tied the game at three,
the second half.
From Page 7
as Sexton made a strong move
to pressure early.
BG also managed to maintain
provided an exclamation point the slower pace of the game
The Falcons' constant pres- around the net and found open
to his team's big win by finish- they favor; giving up zero fast
sure paid off as Dan Sexton line mate Brandon Svendsen
crashed the net hard and who buried the puck past Gill.
ing a fast break with a dunk with break points to the Zips.
poked the rebound past Gill.
"I give credit to coach Orr.
only 0:07 to play in the game.
Crew continued his superb
Moten was BG's top per They controlled tempo, shot it
The assist went to Solway who game in the third as he set up
line mate lared Katz for what
took the initial shot.
former on the day offensively at the end of the clock and then
scoring 17 points for the game. the zone bothered us," Akron
It seemed BG had a chance proved to be the game-winMost impressive was the fact head coach Keith Dambrot said.
to double their lead as Sexton ning goal. Crew was able to
he scored the game's final five
was taken down after the goal. fight through the Falcon
On a separate note, BG big
However on the ensuing power defense and found Katz right
points and had 15 of his 17 man Otis Polk made history
play the Broncos turned the in front of the net, which beat
points come from three-point yesterday breaking the school
record for career blocked shots.
range.
tables and picked up a goal of Eno five-hole.
Nate Miller turned in anothWith the regular season
their own.
Folk entered the game tied for
Bronco freshman Ian Slater coming to a close, BG will head
er impressive performance as the record with Tom Hall at 117.
well with nine points and eight With blocks in both halves. Polk
stole the puck at the Western to Columbus for the first round
now has 119 and counting.
rebounds.
blue line, out skated his of the CCHA playoffs after Ohio
On a day in which BG entered
The most impressive point on
defender and slid the tyinggoal State lost to Miami Saturday
night.
through the legs of Eno.
the day for BG, however, was in a three-way tie for first place,
they now hold sole possestheir defense.
Their defense held Akron to sion. Their 10-4 record in the
only 46 points on a 30.0 percent MAC is identical to Buffalo's,

that half.

MEN

GYM

TENNIS
From Page 8

less than seven-tenths of a second behind Yu.
But the weekend belonged to
Yu, who swam a thrilling race.
The freshman trailed for the
first three quarters of the swim,
before finishing in a blaze with
a final split of 31.42, enough to
win the event by just over onetenth of a second.
Two months ago, Howard
foresaw greatness in his freshman.
"I recruited Vicky to be a
MAC Champion," Howard said.
"Vicky has all the potential to
achieve all the great things."
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From Page 8

"I think that everyone played
well this weekend and we are
going into spring break on a
high note," Menoff said.
Dean says the break will
prove to be positive for the
team.
"The break will be good for
us," Dean said. "Except for
November and December, we
play the entire school year."
The Falcons willhost Indiana
University/Purdue University
— Indianapolis on Sunday,
March 15 at the Perrysburg
Tennis Center. The matches
will begin at 12 p.m.

were Guy and Queenita Gamble,
who finished with scores of 9.7 in
a three-way tie for fourth place.
Close behind for the Falcons
were Katie Follett and Iholeen
Ponce with scores of 9.675 and
9.6, respectively.
Over spring break, the Noons
lull head out for a couple mom
meets. On March H, they take
on Sacramento State and New
I lampshite in a three-team meet at
the HiimiiiyilTliBillil—Davis,
Closing out spring break, they
will take on Arkansas and Penn
at Texas Women's University on
March 13.

Check us out online at:

SWIMMING

BEN L0HM4N

SO CLOSE: Sabrina Forstein was 0.5
meters from breaking the school's indoor
pole vault record.

return of the 10.000-meter run.
which is her main even) and one
she placed seventh in at last year's
MAC Outdoor Championships.
"The 10,000 is something that
I have been looking forward to
since last October,'' Butler said.
"It is really a yearlong process
to fully prepare myself mentally
and physically. I am very excited
to get the chance to compete in it

once again."
I he only other point-earner
for the Falcons was Whitney
Hartman. who collected four
points with her fifth-place finish in the weight throw. The
team will be back in action this
weekend when they travel to
the University of Notre Dame
to compete in the Alex Wilson
Invitational.
but because of a season sweep
of the Bulls, BG owns the tiebreaker.
"You feel good about these
guys, and I'm just really happy
for everything they accomplish,"
Orr said.
BG still has full control of their
own destiny, and if they were to
win out, they would win the regular season MAC championship
for the first time since the 1999'00 season. A regular season title,
also, would guarantee them a
spot in the post-season Mi.
Next up will be a match up
Thursday against the Miami
Redllawks who currently sit
at 9-5 in conference play. The
Falcons will look to avenge a
loss to Miami earlier in the sea
son and to also keep moving
closer towards one of the most
improbable championships in

MAC history.

"The girls had a fire in their eyes
after the meet. They know what it's

From

tial in these girls, but nothing
like, and they know what to do."
is expected. What Sarah and
Vicky did was amazing."
Mark Howard I Assistant coac*1
Other standout performancsprint events.
es on the weekend were the
we all dropped tons of time."
senior backstroke duo of Sami
ions of lime is right. The
Assistant coach Mark Howard
Jordan and Alisha Yee, who both Falcons dropped more com- enjoyed watching his sprinter
scored points for their team In bined time than any other team swim so well.
"Meg dropped huge time on
both the 100- and 200-yard back- at the meet, proving Buffs taperstrokes. For Yee, the moment was ing philosophy is a winner.
the last day of the event," Howard
the culmination of a brilliant
Buff was also impressed with said. "She practiced and precareer at the University where Rom's performance.
pared for even' thing that hapshe has earned her spot as one of
"Amanda had blind faith in the pened."
the best of all time.
program," Buff said. "She swam
Where the Falcons faltered
"Those two girls led our team,'' beyond her years and was able to was not in quality but in depth.
Buff said. They threw down."
see a big payoff at the end.'"
In fact, the team broke 11 of
In the breaststroke, freshman
lunior Meg Richardson, one of 19 school records at the meet,
Amanda Rom shouldered the the team's best freestyle swim- including all five relays.
responsibility for the Falcons fin- mers, also made an impressive
Overall the Falcons dropped
ishing the 100-yard swim in 13th showing in the 100-yard back- more that 100 seconds off their
place and the 200 in ninth. The stroke, swimming a 1:04.26; personal best times as a team,
young Rom has plenty to look good enough for Kith place. and finishing seventh will only
forward to in future years as she Richardson also swam well in serve as motivation for next year.
was the third fastest freshman in the 50- and 100-yard freestyles,
"The girls bad a lire in their
each swim.
finishing I lth and 10th respec- eyes after the meet. They know
"We worked harder than any of tively, producing the only points what it's like, and they know
us are used to!" Rom said. "And for the Falcons in the frcestvle what to do," I toward said.
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Israel threatens painful
response to Gaza rockets

Endangered tiger goes on
killing spree in Indonesia

ByAmyT.ib.l
The Associated Press

Gf ERT VANDEN WUNGAEKT I AP PHOTO
EU SUMMIT: European commission president gestures to Poland's prime minister.

European
Union rejects
IRWIN FEO«IANSY»H

AP PHOTO

bailout in

TIGER TRAP: A conservationist and a forest ranger prepare a trap in which a female Sumatran tiger that is believed to have killed three
men is caught, to be transported to a zoo. in Sungai Gelam. Jambr province on Sumatra island. Indonesia. Wednesday. Feb II.

Conservationists must find and trap tiger before villagers kill it
By ZakU Hakim
The Associated Press

SUNGAI GELAM, Indonesia
— Indonesia's tiger catchers
have a double job — protecting
humans from tigers, and tigers
from humans.
The elite teams of rangers
and conservationists rush to
the scene every time villagers
report attacks or sightings of
critically endangered Sumatran
tigers. First, they calm the
people. And then, if there are
signs the animal is nearby, they
return with steel cage traps, live
bait, heat-sensitive cameras and
other equipment to capture the
magnificent beasts.
This time Sartono, who at
40 has spent nearly half his
life in the job, arrives with his
six-member squad at a remote
oil palm plantation in Sungai
Gelam district, 375 miles west
of the capital, Jakarta, knowing
they'll have to act fast.
Three people have been killed
in less than a week — Rabai
Abdul Muthalib, 45, a rubber
tapper ambushed near a river,
and days later, Suyud, 50, and
his son, Imam Mujianto, 21, who
were sleeping in their hut when
the yellow-eyed tiger pounced
through the thin roof. The beast
devoured the brain, heart and
liver of the youngest victim,
spreading terror through surrounding villages.
Sartono knows if he and his
team cannot put a quick end to
the killing spree, residents will
shoot or poison the Sumatran
tiger, which is already on the
brink of extinction because of
rapid deforestation, poaching

and clashes with humans.
There are only around 250 of
the cats left in the wild, compared to about 1,000 in the
1970s, according to the World
Wildlife Fund, meaning the
Panthera tigris sumatrae could
become the first large predator
to go extinct in the 21st century.
The tiger catchers' job is to
trap the animals, carry out
health checks, fit them with
GPS tracking collars and then
release them back into national
parks or other protected areas.
Often they come back emptyhanded, but this time, not long
-after beginning their intensive
foot patrol through palm oil
plantations and peatland forest, they have good reason to
feel optimistic.
They find and snap photos of
fresh paw prints and, together
withexpertsfromtheZoological
Society of Ixindon, start repositioning their traps around the
rugged Makin Group's palm oil
plantation. They use a young
dog and a goat as bait but place
the animals in interior cages to
protect them.
For the next few days, they
hike beneath the equatorial sun,
their clothes soaked in sweat, in
search of clues, while other team
members interview witnesses
and check out rumors of more
attacks and sightings. Finally,
they have one of their own.
On a scorching Sunday afternoon, an adult tiger charges
out of dense jungle brush and
then suddenly retreats into the
shrubbery. Slowly, as Sartono
aims his cocked rifle at the
trembling bushes, the squad

walks backward.
"1 was afraid, who wouldn't
be!" the veteran tiger catcher
later says with an uneasy laugh.
"We might have experience, but
we don't have superpowers!"
After the beast manages to
bite off the goat's head and
drag the so-called safety cage
with its carcass into the nearby
brush, the squad finally snags
her. When they pull up to the
site in their green pickup truck
on day eight, they find a tigress
six feet long—excluding the tail
— crouched in the trap. First
she is calm, then she explodes,
growling and throwing her 180pound body against the steel
bars,
"Easy, easy, we're here to
save you," whispers Nurazman
Nurdin
of the
Nature
Conservation Agency, as the
crew carefully approach the
tigress, which has since been
named Salma.
For the tiger catchers it is a
tense but thrilling moment.
For villagers — who have
locked themselves up after dark,
shuttered stores, and canceled
prayers in the mosque from
dusk to dawn — it is a relief.
Though some support plans
to relocate the animal into a
jungle far away, others wish
the rangers would just shoot it.
Many worry there may be more
tigers out there.
They are right. Three more
people have been mauled to
death in the same area since the'
capture, all of them illegal loggers. Since those attacks took
place within the cats' habitat,
there are no immediate plans to
catch or relocate them.
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East Europe
By Constant Brand
The Associated Press

HRUSSF.LS—GermanChancellor
Angela Merkel and other EU
leaders flatly rejected a new multibillion euro (dollar) bailout for
eastern Europe yesterday, suggesting (hat additional aid be
given to struggling nations only
on a case-by-case basis.
Germany had been under rising pressure to take the lead in
rescuing eastern EU members
staggering from sinking currencies, shrinking demand for
exports and rising debt, but
Merkel insisted a one-size-fits-all
bailout was unwise.
"Saying that the situation is the
same for all central and eastern
European states, I don't see that,"
said Merkel, adding "you cannot compare" the dire situation
in Hungary with that of other
countries.
That tough stance came even
as Hungarian Prime Minister
Ferenc Gyurcsany warned
that the global credit crunch
was creating a widening economic chasm in the 27-nation
bloc which threatened to rend
Europe.
Noting that eastern members
were being hit the hardest, he
suggested setting up an EU fund
ofupto 190billion ($241 billion)
to help restore trust and solvency
in eastern members.
"We should not allow that a
new Iron Curtain should be set up
and divide Europe," Gyurcsany
told reporters.
Eight other EU nations had
joined Hungary in vowing to pressure richer members to back up
vague pledges of support with
action — Poland, Slovakia, the
Czech Republic, Bulgaria, Romania
and the three Baltic states. But
Hungary's plan was quickly shot
down by Germany and others, who
balked at the costs.
EU Commission President lose
Manuel Barroso said eastern
European countries werealready
getting billions in emergency rescue funds and loans from the EU,
the World Bank and other financial institutions and did not need
a sweeping new bailout plan.
He said the EU has 25 billion in
reserve to help member nations.
It already gave 9.6 billion of that
to Hungary and Latvia, the first
EU government to fail because of
the global economic turmoil.
Gyurcsany acknowledged that
other EU leaders had questioned
his plan but insisted they would
study it.

IERUSALEM — Prime Minister
Ehud Olmert threatened a painful response to Palestinian rocket
fire menacing southern Israel,
suggesting yesterday that the blistering offensive against Gaza Strip
militants fell short of its goals.
The prospect of heightened
hostilities in Hamas-ruled Gaza
cast a pall over a week of crucial
diplomatic activity, including
an international conference
designed to drum up billions
of dollars to rebuild the heavily damaged territory. With a
new Israeli government to take
office within weeks, however,
it wasn't clear how sweeping
the country's response to the
rockets would be.
More than 110 rockets and
mortar shells have exploded
in Israel in the six weeks since
it ended its air and ground
onslaught against Gaza, which
was meant to end the rocket
threat and stanch the flow of
arms into Gaza. So far, Israel
has responded to the rocket fire
mainly with airstrikes targeting underground tunnels used
to smuggle weapons and other
goods into Gaza from Egypt.
Yesterday, Olmert told Gaza's
Islamic militant rulers to expect
a severe response if the attacks
don't stop.
The rockets "will be answered
with a painful, harsh, strong
and uncompromising response
from the security forces,"
Olmert said at the start of the
weekly Cabinet meeting.
There was no comment from
Hamas or other Gaza militant
groups. Several hours after
Olmert spoke, a rocket explod-

TSAFRIRABAVOV I AP PHOTO
ROCKETS: Middle East Envoy and former British Prime Minister Tony Blair look
at a display of rockets tired at Israeli targets

ed in southern Israel, causing
no injuries.
The fire from Gaza has intensified as Egyptian-led efforts to
cement the informal cease-fire
with a long-term truce have faltered.
In the runup to the donors'
conference, a string of highprofile foreign visitors have
arrived in Gaza, indicating a
new willingness on the part of
the international community
to become involved there.
International Mideast envoy
Tony Blair toured the territory yesterday, his first visit
since he was appointed in
20O7 to represent the Quartet
of Mideast negotiators — the
U.S., European Union, United
Nations and Russia.
Money for Gaza won't have
the desired effect without a
truce and reconciliation agreements, Blair said.
"This money will not have a
lasting impact unless there is a
political solution," Blairsaid. "It
is ultimately in the politics that
the solution lies."

CYNTHIA BOU I AP PHOTO
NETHERLANDS PLANE CRASH: Crash investigators examine the wreckage of a
Turkish airlines plane near Schiphol Airport. Amsterdam. Netherlands. Friday. Feb. 27.

•

Flights in Amsterdam now to
fly over plane crash wreckage
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands
(AP) — Flights were resuming yesterday night on the
Amsterdam runway where a
Turkish Airlines Boeing 737-800
was supposed to land before it
crashed four days ago, killing
nine people.
The runway at Amsterdam's
Schiphol Airport had been
closed to all air traffic since
Wednesday's crash, which also
injured dozens of passengers.
Planes heading to the airport's Polder runway will now
fly low over the wreckage of
flight TK1951, which slammed
into a muddy field one mile (1.5
kilometers) short of the runway
and broke into three pieces.
Haarlemmermeer municipality spokesman Remco Asselbergs
said flights would resume at 11
p.m. (2200 GMT). The runway is
one of five at the airport.
Dutch Safety Authority
spokesman Fred Sanders said
investigators were still examin-
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ing the wreckage for clues to the
cause of the crash.
Possible causes under investigation include turbulence
caused by another plane that
landed shortly before the crash,
weather-related factors, insufficient fuel, loss of fuel, navigational errors, pilot fatigue or
bird strikes.
The wreckage is not expected
to be removed from the field
until tomorrow. Investigators
hope to give a preliminary
report on the cause of the crash
later in the week after completing their analysis of voice
and data recordings from the
plane's black boxes.
FiveTurksandfourAmericans
died in the crash, including
three Boeing employees from
Washington state.
Asselbergs said 44 survivors
were still being treated in 13
different hospitals yeserday
and one of them remained in
critical condition.
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VICTORY: The scoreboard tells the stoty as the Falcons won their 25th straight game

FOCUS: Niki McCoy takes a shot against Kent State

Women's bball
secures Mac
Championship

VISION: Lindsey Goldsberry (3) looks to pass the ball to one of her teammates.

HUSTLE: Lmdsey Goldsoerry (5) and Jen Uhl (24) light lot a loose ball

DETERMINATION: Tracy Pontius drives to the basket

MOTIVATION: Coach Curt Miller yells at hrs bench during Saturday's game
All PHOTOS BY CHRISItNA MCGINNIS
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Mullen reports Iran has
fissile materials for bomb
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The Associated Press

Energy Agency saidlranhaspro
cessed the 2,222 pounds (1,010
kilograms) of low-enriched
uranium. But the report left
unclear whether Iran is now
capable, even if it wanted, of
further processing that material into a sufficient quantity
of highly enriched uranium to
arm one weapon.
Defense Secretary Robert
Gates, also appearing on the
Sunday talk shows, did not go
as far as Mullen. The Iranians,
Gates said, are 'not close to a
weapon at this point and so
there is some time" for continued diplomatic efforts.
And the U.S. ambassador to
the United Nations, Susan Rice,
recently told National Public
Radio that the IAEA report "confirms what we all had feared
and anticipated, which is that
Iran remains in pursuit of its
nuclear program."
Iran, now subjected to various penalties by the U.N.. the
U.S. and others over its nuclear
program, denies it wants to
build a bomb. It asserts its program is intended to provide the
country with the homegrown
ability to generate electricity
from nuclear reactors.
So far, the U.S. has not relent-

1

m "
■

WASHINGTON - The top U.S.
military official said yesterday
thai Iran has suffldenl fissile
material for a nuclear weapon,
declaring it would be a very.
very bad outcome" should
Tehran move Forward with a
bomb.
Adm. Mike Mullen, chairman of the loint Chiefs of Staff,
offered the assessment when
questioned in a broadcast
interview about a recent report
by the UN. nuclear watchdog
on the state of Iran's uranium
enrichment program, which
can create nuclear fuel and may
be sufficiently advanced to pro
duce the core of warheads.
Mullen was asked if Iran now
had enough fissile material to
make a bomb. He responded.
"We think they do. quite frankly. And Iran having a nuclear
weapon I've believed for a long
time is a very, very had outcome for the region and for the
world."
The International Atomic
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TALKING IT OVER: In this photo provided by FOX News. Adm. Michael Mullen, chairman
ol the Joint Cmefs of Staff, appears on "f o« News Sunday" in Washington, yesterday
ed in its claims that Iran has
ambitions to join the dub of
nuclear-armed nations. Mullen
seemed to restate that position
in his remarks on CNN's "State
oil he Union." He was not asked
to elaborate.
Under an international nuclear treaty it has signed, Iran has
the right to develop a civilian
program for the nuclear generation of electricity. But any such
program must be open to international inspection. Iran has
balked at that after it became
know in past years that the
country had bidden portions of
its nuclear effort that could be
linked to a weapons program.
\i issue now is Iran's uranium
reprocessing efforts. The Bush
ad in i n i si i at ii H i insisted that was
a precursor to making weapons-grade materials. President
Barack Obama has sought to
change course with Iran, offering diplomatic engagement in
a bid to prove Tehran has more
to lose by ignoring the wishes

of other countries than it has to
gain through its nuclear efforts.
Days after Obama announced
his plan to withdraw U.S. combat forces from Iraq by Aug. 31,
2010. Mullen and Gates made
clear their support for the commander in chief's approach.
Mullen said he was comfortable with the decision, while
noting be was reluctant to talk

"[The Iranians are]
not close to a weapon
at this point and so
there is some time."
Robei:
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Richie's mom, Fonzie-style
Curmudgeon
One-celled creature
Junior of the NFL
"Doctor Zhivago" character
Like the Arctic
DEA agent
Israeli weapons
Score unit
"Morning Joe" co-host
Alternatives
Chilean catch
Maker of 6D
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So I think, online
Ancient Turkish city
Perfect report card
1967 Triple Crown winner
Deep _ bend
"Science of Logic" philosopher
Zany Caesar
Religious inst.
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Well-known ISP
20 quires
Indian garment
Swiss ticker
Mixer
Slim cell phone brand
Yavapai Coll. state
Air Force installations
Way from Rome to Bnndlsi
Romantic light
"I Still See _" ("Paint Your
Wagon" songl
46 Glacial ridges
Money holders
Gilmore ot basketball 47 3/23/01 newsmaker
49 Fixate on
Orderly display
Buddhist discipline
50 Coll. hotshots
51 Shred
Rocker Jagger
52 Japanese dog
Muscat's land
53 Pound and Stone
Shredded
Whip-wielder LaRue
56 Holiday season
Chips in chips
57 Catherine
-Jones
58 Swiss painter
Jason's vessel
Part of USTA
59 Holm oak
63 Mata Hari, e.g.
Related (to)
Helper
Cut back
Focuses (on)
Nudge

School of Pans
Old name for a 2-wood
Like some NYC theaters
Longtime Duke coach
Chime in
Regrets bitterly
Building branches
More adorable
High: pref.

66 Ooze
67 French WW I fighter planes
68 Connery or Astin
69 Erotic
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U.S. in a position to help
Mexico with its drug fight
By Douglass K. Daniel
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — The U.S. mill
tary is in a better position to provide Mexico's military with train
ing. resources and intelligence
as its southern neighbor bailies
deadly drug cartels, Defense
Secretary Robert Gates says.
More than 1,000 people haw
been killed in Mexico in drugrelated violence this year. In 2(K)B
the toll doubled from the previous year to 6.290. Both the U.S.
and Canada have warned that
murders related to drug activity
in certain parts of Mexico, particularly along the border with
the U.S., raised the level of risk in
visiting the country.
"I think we are beginning to lie
in a position to help the Mexicans
more than we have in the past
Some of the old biases against
cooperation with our— between

our militaries and so on, 1 think,
are being set aside," Gales said in
an interview aired yesterday on
NBC's "Meet the Press."
"It clearly is a serious problem,"
he said.
Gates
praised
Mexican
President Felipe Calderon for taking on the cartels and sending the
Mexican army into the fight.
"What I think people need
to point out is the courage (hat
Calderon has shown in taking
this on, because one of the reasons it's gotten as bad as it has
is because his predecessors basically refused to do thai," he said.
President Barack Obama's
chief of staff, Rahm Emanuel,
said I )l in 111.1 and Calderon agreed
to work together to stabilize the
border when they met shortly
before Obama's inauguration.
Calderon was the first foreign
leader Obama met as presidentelect.
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DIBENEDETTOSal 413 E Wooster|
is relocating to 121 S. Main Street.
Our last official day at our old
location is March 14 Watch tor our
Grand Reopening!
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3 BR units, 1/yr lease, avail May '09.
4th & 5th St.
2 BR apts, 1/yr lease, avail May or
Aug 09, 4th St Pets allowed
Call 419-409-1110.
426 E. Wooster, Large 3 BR apt.
great location! Avail. Fall 2009
$950/mo. util. incl, call 419-352-5882

Avail. August 2009. 3 BR houses,
218 Dill, A/C. W/D, D/W -$1000/mo
220 Dill, W/D hookup, A/C and
dishwasher- $725/mo.
606 5th St. W/D. A/C - $900/mo
219 N Enterprise - $1400/mo.
112 Clay St. -$750/mo.
227 E. Reed. W/D, A/C, D/W -$900
Call 419-308-2458

426 E. Wooster, Lg. 1 Bdrm,
avail. Fall 2009, $475/mo. utils incl
Call 419-352-5882

Roommate wanted, 1 BR unfurn
Aug-Aug lease, $305/mo.
Call 567-224-1242.

42 participants wanted to join BG
Weight Loss Challange! 12 week
nutritional program, free prizes.
Cash SS awarded to winners!
Call to pre-register at 419-601 -5179.
Earn extra S. students needed ASAP
Earn up to S150 a day being a
mystery shopper, no exp needed.
Call 1-800-722-4791

Basement Apt.. Near Campus
S350/mo. util. incl.
Call 419-352-5882

Perrysburg Insurance Agency
seeks book keeper to process payroll, pay bills, reconcile bank & commission statements Appro* 1 day
per week, $10/hr. e-mail resume to:
pinjobs ©holmail.com
Responsible person to babysit in
Perrysburg home. 4-7pm weekdays
& some weekends w/ more hours
during summer Must have drivers
license & car Call 419-931 -4319

BG Apts. -818 /822 2nd SI
2BR, C/A, DA"/,
$500-S510/mo * gas & electric,
Smith Apt. Rentals
www.bgapartments.com
419-352-8917
HOUSES - REDUCED PRICES
May Lease
2 Orchard Circle,
112 blck from campus, near windmill,
4 BR. 2 bath, $990/mo. good cond.
August 2009 Leases
227 S. College. 3 BR. 1 bath,
$975/mo, good condition.
129B S. College, 1/2 block from
campus. 1 BR, 1 bath, $375/mo.
Call 419-352-6064 or go to
www.froboserentals.com

<r

709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

3 BR apt for rent, recently updated,
small pets ok. 619 High St, BG
HURRY! Special - $625/mo.
Call 419-308-3525.

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
S535/month Full Year Lease

Studio apts avail, semester leases
avail. Fully furnished We provide all
util. cable TV & high speed internet.

Call 419-354-0070 or visit
www.shamrockbg.com
Subleasers up to 2 people.
214 S. Enterprise, $290/mo.
May - Aug, call 419-236-4642
Subleasers wanted: Now thru Aug.
4 room apt, will give $100 upon
signing (flex), Call 419-308-2192.
Summit Hill 414/418 S Summit St,
2+BR, A/C, garage, W/D, remodeled,
spacious, pet friendly, new low price!
Avail Now -1 BR's @ The Highlands.
Call 419-354-6036
Very nice 3BR house w/ W/D & DAV,
max 3 people, service pets accepted
$675/mo ♦ util, call 419-601-0780.

ilVYW00DAPTS.%
Bdrms./Studios "MWinter Special:
* Reduced Rent

#

Near BGSU, private
T° patio/entrance, extra
W storage, pets welcome
4fr short-term leases avail. *
* No Security Deposit
MH

For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
www.bowllnggreen-apts.com

if you movie in before jt
3/31/09.*
^

¥ 419-352-7691 tWj
-jK

Restrictions Apply*

*•.

Campus Events
Summer Job « Internship Fair
Thursday. March 19, 11am- 3pm
Student Union Ballroom

Ridge Manor Apartments
2 Bedroom Townhouses
1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

ROUTE DELIVERY PERSON |:P

HomBDitylBB
$8 - $14+ an hour!
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• 1 Full Bath
• 2 Story Townhouses
• Furnished
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'BARTENDING! up to $300/day. No
exp necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

419-372-6977
i l.i- B(, News will not knowingly actrpl
■dvtrttttmDU thai dsMrtumm or
encourage discrimination against any
individual or group on the bttk ■ >( t«> <■
-iv color, creed. iruKlon. national origin,
srxu.il orientation dis.ihihn -t.ihi- .% ,i
veteran, or on the bail* ol any other legally
protected tlaiuv
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For Rent

3 BR apt, 443B N. Enterpnse- $550,
1 BRapt, 1112 Ridge-$350.
443 N. Enterprise efficiency- $250.
Call 419-308-2458

BG

B|S

For Rent

2 BR unfurn, hall blcok from BGSU,
S600/mo inc. elec S gas Dep req.
Avail 5/15/09-5/10/10. 419-601-3108

BUSTED: A suspected member of a crime gaixj. allegedly extorting, kidnapping and drug trafficking in the outskirts of Mexico's capital, is

s

1L*
a

N

1
1

Help Wanted

12 month leases starting May 2009.
841 3rd - 3BR duplex, $945 . util,
837 3rd - 3 BR duplex, $900 + util,
453 S Prospect A -3BR duplex
S700/mo * utilities.
420 S. College - 3BR house
S750/mo ♦ utilities.
415 E Court A- 1BR triplex
S340/mo • utilites,
322 E Court #6 -1BR, $460 ind util,
Smith Apt. Rentals
wwwbgapartments.com
419-352-8917

taken off a poke vehicle to be shown to the press in Mexico City Bloody turf battles are now taking place on the outskirts of Mexico City

3

1

b19 West Wo osier Bowl inn crenn

S100 oft first months rent!
Fully furn apt opposite shuttle stop.
Call 419-699-6432

APPHOIO

"
1

[nTERnjET #j
@ww vw.flacor.net
or call 419.352.3S68

For Rent
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about "winning and losing"
in Iraq. Rather, he said, the
conditions are in place for the
Baghdad government to successfully take control of the
country.
Mullen said Obama listened
extensively to the American
military leadership and U.S.
commanders in Iraq before
announcing withdrawal. Under
the president's order, the 142,000
U.S. forces in Iraq would be
drawn down to between 35,000
and 50,000 troops by the 2010
date. All forces would be withdrawn by the last day of 2011.
Gates said he thought it was
"fairly remote" that conditions
in Iraq would change enough
to alter significantly the Obama
plan. He said the president has
said right along that he retains
the authority to change a plan
if it's in the national security
interests of the United States.
Gates appeared on NBC's
"Meet the Press," while Mullen
also was interviewed on "l-'ox
News Sunday."

ANSWERS

1-2 Days per week during school
Full Time during summer break
www.homecltylce.com
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED • WILL TRAIN

1-800-899-8070

if

«'"9*'$570/mo
as and electric
GREENBRIAR, INC.
445 East Wooster St. • 352-07J7

>;

www.greenbriarrentals.com
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Jim's Automotive
1051 N. Main St • Bowling Green • (419) 352-8245
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Spring break travelers cautioned to
be safe, plan ahead, pack properly
By Scott R*ck«r
Special Sections Editor
Students who plan to travel this
spring break should keep health
and personal safety issues in mind
in order to have a fun and safe trip.
Wellness Connection Director
Faith Yingling said the easiest way
to have a safe spring break is to thoroughly plan out the entire trip.
"Students need to think about
where they are going and be prepared beforehand," Yingling said.
A student traveling during spring
break should never leave without informing friends and family,
Yingling added.
"One of the things they need to do
beforeha nd is let people know where
they are going," Yingling said.
Yingling said whenever students
are traveling in unfamiliar territory
they should take extra caution.
"Never go anywhere alone,
always go with friends," Yingling

said. "Never leave friends behind."
Also it is important to be smart
and follow the law, especially while
traveling outside the country.
Every year over 2,500 American
citizens are arrested outside of the
country, and both drug possession
and alcohol use are top reasons,
according to the U.S. Department of
State's Web site.
"Some people are victimized
because they are unaware of the
laws, customs or standards of the
countries they visit," according to
the Web site.
Although personal safety is
extremely important, proper nutrition should be of equal concern.
"You want to stay well hydrated
while in a warmer climate," Yingling
said. "Even in colder climates you
want to stay well hydrated because
you can get dehydrated in colder
climates as well."
Although hydration is of the
utmost importance students should

be careful about drinking water
if traveling outside the country,
Yingling said.
While in a warmer climate students should be careful of the
intense sun, which could easily ruin
a trip in a matter of hours. Yingling
said it is imperative for students to
use at least SPF15 and apply it every
two hours.
The UV rays of the sun are at their
peak intensity between 10 a.m. and
3 p.m. so students should use extra
caution during those hours, according to bacchusgamma.org.
Having proper eye protection is
also necessary to battle the bright
sun, Yingling said.
Packing proper gear, identification and medication should be a
traveling student's top priority, but
Yingling said that goes back to what
is the most important part of the
trip.
"Plan out your trip," Yingling
said.

Mexico - Violence, drugs a worry for spring breakers
ByTnciCri
The Associated Press
MEXICO CITY — President Felipe
Caldcron hopes to quell Mexico's
rampant drug violence by the end
of his term in 2012, and disputed
U.S. fears that Mexico is losing control of its territory.
IninterviewswithThe Associated
Press yesterday, Calderon and his
top prosecutor said the violence
that killed 6,290 people last year
— and more than 1,000 in the first
eight weeks of 2009 — is a sign
the cartels are under pressure from
military and police operations
nationwide, as well as turf wars
among themselves.
"To say that Mexico is a failed
state is absolutely false," Calderon
said. "I have not lost any part — any
single part — of Mexican territory."
Calderon, a Harvard-educat-

ed conservative, said smuggling
cannot be eliminated as long as
Americans continue to use drugs,
but hopes he can beat back the
cartels by 2012 to a point that the
army and federal police can withdraw and leave the problem in the
hands of local law enforcement. He
declined to give a specific timeline
for winning the war against drug
gangs.
Calderon
easily
switched
between English and Spanish in an
hourlong interview at the colonial
National Palace. Sitting in a chair
decorated with Mexico's national
symbol — an eagle perched on a
cactus devouring a serpent — he
was relaxed and jovial.
Mexico had bristled when the
U.S. Joint Forces Command put it
on par with Pakistan, saying both
were at risk of "rapid and sudden
collapse." That and other reports

have put a global spotlight on
Mexico's growing violence and
pressured Calderon to change tactics. He said yesterday that wasn't
an option.
"Yes, we will win," he said, "and
of course there will be many problems meanwhile."
Calderon sent the army and federal police out into drug strongholds on his first day in office in
December 2006, promising to turn
a tide in a war that was seeing
increasingly brazen tactics such
as beheadings, assassinations and
the attempt to control local governments.
Since then, Mexico has spent $6.5
billion on top of its normal publicsecurity budget, but that falls short
of the $10 billion Mexican drug
gangs bring in annually, Attorney
General Eduardo Medina Mora said
in another interview yesterday.
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SAVE UP TO 50% SPRING BREAK ROOM PACKAGES
BOOK EARLY BY 3/10 - OVER $1300 BONUS GIFTS FREE
-.Q&'S # *f SPRING BREAK HOTEL
fUOttn*
FOR 2Q YCARS

H/\T Tr°Pical Beaches ol
%/ A Paiitona Beach Fl
OVER 1 ,000,000 STUDENTS CAN'T BE WRONG!
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Hot Tropical Beaches I

Urseil Pool Deck Parties I
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Students travel to Galveston, Texas to
help victims of Hurricane Ike devastation
By Michelle Bo
Reporter

"It's a great chance to get
out of the element and

For some students, spring break
means sun, fun and being hungover
at the beach. For the students going
to Galveston, Texas, this spring
break, it means sun, fun and helping
people recover from Hurricane Ike.
"I'm going with some other ladies
from the church," Sally Kandie said.
"I'm excited for the experience."
St. John's Episcopal Church, located on Wooster Street near the Doyt
Perry Stadium, offers students and
community members the chance for
an alternative spring break. Campus
missioner David Nelson, along with
eleven students and church members, are going to Galveston to help
the victims of Hurricane Ike.
"Hurricane Ike did a lot of damage," Nelson said. "It's a great
chance to get out of the element and
gain experience in doing something
meaningful."
The trip cost $50 and covers the
mini-vans rented for the drive, shelter once in Texas and three meals
a day. Volunteers will stay at Good
Youths Galveston. where there is
also a suggested donation fee of $18
per day. Good Youths Galveston
hosts several relief groups helping
the cause.

gain experience in doing
something meaninful."
David Nelson | Campus Minister
Although Hurricane Ike hit
Galveston in September 2008, the
city is still healing. According to the
New York Times, Galveston asked
Congress for over $2.2 billion in
hurricane relief. Once this St. John's
group gets down there, they will
have plenty of jobs to overtake.
"As far as I know, they finished
gutting the houses," Nelson said.
"We will be doing more interior
repair work like painting and tiling."
The Rev. Nelson has been on several trips like the one he is about to
go on. He has been to Asia, Mexico,
Louisiana and Mississippi and each
experience has been powerful, he
said.
"We have group sharing and
group reflection everyday to learn
everyone's perspective on the trip,"
Nelson said. "It makes the trip
that much more powerful because
you get to see how people's lives
change."

FLORIDA SPRING BREAK ROOM PACKAGES

Deluxe Courtyard Rooms

4 DAY/3 NITE

6 DAY/5 NITE

8 DAY/7 NITE

'""$89»

*"$119*

*"*"$. 59*

Deluxe Oceanfront Rooms '""$119*

"$179*

'""$219'

| Deluxe Oceanfront Suites *~*$129*

*-"$189'

*-"$229«

"Above prices are per student {up to 5 students per room) - Surcharge during Spring Break peak weeks

■ ■•i-i^ji-i'i^M'j-i-nii.Mi.yr

FREEI

$iooo Internet Shopping Spree
$300 Fuel Rebate Certificate
Admission
to Local Night Clubs
EXTRA BONUS I

■ rj -'

(Oceanfrorit?
World Famows

cscrMi
KISOKI Mi i I I I & SLIDES

1 TOLL FREE

877-257-5431

Visit lv^vw.springbreakinax.com
email di900("'clesertiiinresort.coin
Facebook Page Keyword Desertinnresort
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Enjoying spring break on a college students budget
By Andy Ouriel
Reporter

While late-night study sessions
preparing lor midterms have kept
students very busy the past week,
undoubtedly many have been
looking forward to spring break to
relieve themselves of the University
for a little while.
During the vacation week of
spring break, students will not have
to be worried or stressed about
school-related activities; their
attention will be focused oti travel
and vacation ideas.
Although academia can be put
to rest for one week, students still
have to be smart about how they
plan their trip. There is still half a
semester left and surely students
will need money to spend on other
study materials and have something left over to repay loans taken
out at the beginning of the semester.
Here are some tips spring breakers might find helpful when trying to save money on their trip.
— including last minute ones.
Remember, fun can still find its
way on a limited budget.

Pack Light

In today's economically deprived
times, all business operations are

trying to find ways to save every
penny they can, and this includes
airlines.
Before getting on a plane, at the
check-in, airlines will now weigh
bags and charge if they are over
a certain weight. Most will also
charge for multiple luggage, so if
a student wants to begin saving,
the airport would be a good place
to start.
Sophomore Adam Puller, who
makes a habit of being well prepared by researching and collecting information on the place he is
visiting for spring break, said this
is a big mistake many students
make.
fuller recommends a strategy of
packing around what the weather
will be like. The warmer the destination, the less clothes a student
will need , he said.

of these items and will have to pay
a premium charge for them at gift
shops.

Time to Eat
Dining at a nice restaurant could
be something fun to do while on
vacation, but making this a habit
can get quite pricey.
Even eatinga meal at McDonald's
or Arby's can add up to $5 or $6 a
meal, and at three meals a day. a
student could easily spend hundreds on food if they eat out for
most of their meals.
Snacks coming in bulk quantities are a good idea to bring along,
frail Mix, Lay's Potato Chips or
packs of soda will be one of the
biggest savers of money during the
entire trip.

Familiar Surroundings

If students are lucky enough to
have someone they know live in
warmer weather areas, they can
avoid the jacked up spring break
destination prices by staying with
friends or family.
Sophomore T'odd Tolford will be
staying with his mother who resides
in Florida. While he rarely sees his
mother, Tolford gets the extra benefit of not only being with family in
a warm destination, but he will gel
to stay for free. Tolford said he is
looking forward to spending lime
with his molher next week, as long
as he doesn't have to do chores to
make up the difference in cost.
Be a Passenger

While it might look cool to
cruise the strip in a top-down

Pack Smart

While having one bag is important, making sure students have
what they need so they will not
have to pay extreme prices for
necessities is critical.
These products include sunscreen, hats, cameras and flipflops; products someone will use
in a sunny location.
If not brought, a student most
likely will purchase one, if not all,

Back by Unpopular Demand

lust because everyone who is
anyone is going to the premier
spring break locations does not
mean the average student has to
follow them.
Other warmer and less thought
of spring break vacation sites can
be more relaxing and easier on the
wallet.
Fuller recommends areas in
North Carolina and South Carolina
where students can go to beaches,
play golf and go out at nights just
like they would at any other spring
break location, but without thousands of students cramping up
every social gathering place.

Fun Activities on the Cheap

Usually hotels will know their
customers are looking for something to do. Visiting the lobby, or
even a concierge can be beneficial
to an uninformed guest.
Hotels will have coupons and
discounts made available to customers looking to visit and sec
places on a lower price. This can be
a great way to tour a city.

16161 Would
Gimnood (tint. Suite II
ttarlint, Gtren.
I-HMW

-r ■MlMata

ZO min bed

convertible with music blasting at
a heavily populated spring break
area, renting a car can cost a lot of
money for very little traveling.
Unless a student has a plan to
use the car extensively and cannot get around it, Fuller said rental
cars are pointless and public
transportation, like buses, subways and taxis, are much better
ideas. Most of the time in cities
like Miami or Cancun there is no
need for even driving one mile in
a car because everything a partying student would want is on the
beach.

1Z min bed
only

$5ofT
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Staycationing - Visiting Ohio's spring break options
By Courtney Flynn
Reporter

Some students will be jet setting to
tropical locations for spring break
while others will be stuck in the
Midwest. But just because it won't be
80 degrees and sunny for an entire
week doesn't mean there aren't any
spring break worthy activities right
here in Ohio. Columbus, Cleveland
and Cincinnati have a wide range of
activities to fill any college student's
spring break.

INK RNATIONAISSOCCER CAM
CLEVELAND ROCKS!: Students who don't have the budge! for wanner places can travel to
Cleveland and enjoy the MAC championships while supporting the Falcons.

WWW BIOSOOHIO STMHEDO
COLUMBUS: Only 104 miles Irom Bowling Green. Columbus has a variety ol options lor students
who can't travel to warmer places like Florida or Mexico.

Columbus: 104 miles from Bowling
Green
Lodging: Students who have friends
or family in the area can choose to
crash with them for the week. For
those looking for a hotel room, prices range from S64 to $174 a night,
according to hotels.com.

• M.in.is Food and Wine: For new
American food in casual atmosphere
Alana's offers a variety of choices that
change daily to weekly, based on
what type of local foods are available
to the owner at the time.

Daily activities:

• The Columbus Zoo and
Aquarium: For a $10 admissions
fee and $5 for parking, students can
explore the outback, the depths of the
ocean and the African Sahara while
remaining in Columbus, according to
columbuszoo.org.
• The Ohio State House: Free guided tours of Ohio's capital government
offices are offered Monday through
Friday, 10 am. to 3 p.m., and noon
to 3 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday,
according to ohiochannel.org.
• The Center of Science and
Industry: For $12.50, a student can
explore the depths of the ocean hands
on, defy gravity or catch a movie on a
larger than life screen, according to
cosi.org.
• The Columbus Museum of Art:
With $6 students can submerge
themselves into the world of photography, folk art and examine paints
from Georgia O'Keefe, Pablo Picasso
and Claude Monet, according to
columbusmuseum.org.
Dining and night life:

• Martini's Italian Bistro: Offers fine
food and 18 different martinis in a
barlike atmosphere.
• Elevator Brewery and Draught
Haus: Whether one is looking for
some fine dining in a more peaceful
atmosphere or wants to get rowdy
with the locals, this bar not only offers
fine (bod and a constant flow of alcohol but also billiards and darts.

Cleveland: 102 miles from Bowling
Green
Lodging: Again, students can choose
to stay with a friend or family
member if possible. If that is not an
option, or a hotel is preferred, prices
range from $40 to $200 a night,
according to hotels.com.
Daily Activities:

• 2009 Mid American Conference
Basketball Tournament: From March
10-15 at the Quicken Loans Arena the
men's and women's basketball teams
of the MAC Conference, including
BG, will be competing for a place at
the top. University students can buy
tickets for $10 at the BGSU AthleticTicket Office.
• Great Lakes Science Center:
Placed on Lake Erie, students can
learn how important ecology in the
Great Lakes region is, how a tornado
works and can play a virtual soccer or
basketball game for $14.95, according to greatscience.com.
• Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and
Museum: For a glimpse into what it
was like to be a true rock star of the
1960s and 70s or to gain a better
understanding of how rock and roll
has evolved over the years, students
can pay $18 to submerge themselves
in rock and roll for a day. The museum has a new Motown and contemporary music exhibit open, according
to rockhall.com.
Dining and night hie:

• Fat Cats: This restaurant offers a

variety of seafood dishes, from escargot to main niahi. in a casual aunosphere with an Italian flair.
• Fat Fish Blue: for a quick trip to
New Orleans one can visit this restaurant for cold drinks, live blues music
and New Orleans inspired seafood.
• lago Restaurant and Wine Bar:
For fresh ingredients and a plethora
of wines to choose from one can
enjoy classic Italian food in a business-casual atmosphere.
Cincinnati: 159 miles from Bowling
Green
Lodging: This trip is a little further, so
finding a place to stay with a friend
or family member may be worth
more of that extra effort to offset the
extra cost of gas. If not, hotels.com
offers hotel rooms from $34 to $145
a night.

WWWPARKERHOUSECINCICOM
CINCINNATI: Just 159 miles (rom Bowling Green, students can visit Komodo Dragons at the
Cincinnati Zoo and Botanical garden or enjoy Japanese food at the restaurant Soho

Daily Activities:

• Cincinnati Zoo and Botanical
Garden: Bora$13 admission fee and
$6.50 for parking, a student can navel
the jungle, see the Komodo Dragons
and step into Gorilla world at the
country's second oldest zoo, according to cincyzoo.org.
• Showboat Majestic: Arrive on a
permanently docked showboat to
watch a live theater performance
for $16, according to cincinnatilandmarkproductions.com.
Dining and night life:

• Soho: This restaurant provides
authentic Japanese food in a calming aunosphere. The average entree
price is $15.
• Main Street: This popular street
offers a range of upscale to trendy
restaurants, dance clubs and local
bars and breweries.
SMOCK iobesi.com

(•j/tff/tf/ro
(J/t ■ l/fuir

20% off
ANY Product

20% off
ANY Service

FIRST TIME CUSTOMERS
w/select stylists, expires 4/31 /09

w/selecl stylists, expires 4/31/09

181 South Main • {419)352-4101 • (419)352-2611
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WAL-MART
SUPERCENTER

131 West Gypsy Lane
352-3776
OPEN 24 HOURS
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PERFECT WEAR: Students flocking to the
hottest spring break spots will be looking to find
the perfect swimwear for lounging on the beach

Discovering the perfect spring break swimwear
DanfaCamaron

ftfce Reporter
In a few weeks many of us will set out
to go as far away from campus as our
recession burden budgets will let us.
It's the hard working students unofficial holiday: spring break 2009.
Undoubtedly, the population of
Florida and Cancun will double during this spring break season. As the
students flock to their favorite spring
break destination they will be looking
to score some sweet swimsuits.
Swimsuit sales are the only tiling
to grow faster than the Florida beach
population.
Women have the pleasure to choose
from a wide variety of styles, patterns,
designs and colors.
Whether you're a Speedo or classic
board short guy there are plenty of
viable options out there this spring.
With the 2009 New York Fashion Week

Have an event
coming up that
you want to tell
campus about?

rapping up just last week, designers are
rushing their hot new swimsuits into
boutiques and specialty stores.
Fortunately, those who don't have
recession proof bank accounts, swimwear is available at a wide variety of
price points.
Women with a budget of S10-S30
can wow beach dwellers by picking up a trendy bikini or one-piece
at It>rever21 or Charlotte Russe. for
the women looking to be the highlight of a crowded beach or waterside
party, there are the sexy, trendy onepiece cutouts priced at $80-$ 125 at
Victoria's Secret and Macy's, showing
just enough to keep you the center of
attention. Of course, you can always
find discounted swimwear that will
bring good attention when worn with
attitude and style
For the hardcore spring breaker
guys who are looking to get a leg up
in the race for the hottest girls, swim-

wear is your secret weapon. For the
guys who lived in the gym and got
the results they were looking for, there
is always the Speedo option. Michael
Phelps has helped the Speedo company push the idea on consumers.
Most guys — including me — would
stay away from them, but if you got
the swag and nerve, then go for it.
For the contemporary but yet classic-inspired men like me looking to
impress with board shorts, there arc
great options at Abercrombie and
H&M at S15-S40. For the guys looking
to splurge and separate themselves
from the pack there are options available from Armani Exchange and Sean
lohn at $50-595. No matter what goals
or motives spring breakers have this
upcoming break, there is no better
way to celebrate the spring than with a
party and great swimwear. Swimwear
is available in time for the spring in
a variety of colors, designs, sizes and
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SPRING: Students across campus will look
towards Abercrombie for cheap swimsuit styles
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SPEEDO: Women aren't the only ones lookn
for the perferct spring break suit, guys are too.

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?

WE HAVE THE CURE
BG's largest and
most complete
import facility

Spring Break

12953 Kramer Rd.
off of S. Main

-BG-

$24 95
OIL CHANGE
ANDTIRF ROTATION

419-352-7031

Include*, oil filter, oil (lung* with up to S qt*.
of quality litgo motor oil. duun lut* and lire
rotation 'In lieu of other ottm. Molt tan and
light truck* Mdfor credit earth accepted

204 West Hall
. 419-372-2605
representative today.
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VISA
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1087 S. MAIN ST. • 353-2444
M-F 8AM-6PM • SAT 8AM-4PM "
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we lived at
Copper Beech...
We really do have it all.
> FREE Internet
> FREE cable
> FREE private shuttle
> Private baths
in each bedroom
> Available furnished
or unfurnished
> Shuttle service to bars on
Friday & Saturday nights
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